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As the near-wellbore pressure of tight gas shale formations, drops sharply within the first two years 
of production, the gas entering the completion slows down, reducing its capacity to drag liquids to the 
surface. This causes the accumulation of liquids in the horizontal section (i.e. liquid loading). The stagnant 
liquids must be produced to allow the continuous flow of new hydrocarbons into the wellbore. Current 
artificial lift (AL) systems have proven to be inefficient and unsustainable for this purpose, due to the large 
gas volume fraction; the horizontal and tortuous nature of the wellbores; the presence of solids (formation 
sands and proppant) and the tight space available within the completion.  
The objective of this work is to evaluate the design of a new artificial lift method to unload horizontal 
wells, relying on the study of intermittent injection of compressed gas at low rates, together with the use of 
ionic, polysaccharidic and sucrose solutions. The device consists of a check valve set in a concentric coiled 
tubing, which is installed inside the horizontal section of the wellbore. The check valve allows the flow of 
fluids into the coil while open, then closing when internal pressure is applied with gas at the surface. The 
accumulated liquids are swept back to the surface by the gas, which is injected into the annular space of 
the concentric tubing. The sweeping effect of the gas is improved by the use of polymers and ionic solutions, 
which affect the shape and size of the nose of the gas slug, by altering the Eotvos number (Eo), the Viscosity 
number (Nvis) and the Froude number (Fr). To model the operation of this device, an analytical model is 
presented, reflecting the flow of gas slugs across stagnant liquids in pipes of small ID’s (from 0.375 to 0.75 
inches). 
An experimental flow loop including a vertical and a horizontal section was used to test the novel 
device using water and compressed air. The results show a liquid removal efficiency (ratio of volume of 
liquid produced to volume of liquid available in the device) of up to 70 percent, while showing a volumetric 
efficiency (volume of liquid recovered to volume of gas injected per cycle) of up to 33%. The removal 
efficiency increased in 15% when dissolving xanthan gum in the stagnant liquids at a concentration of 
0.05% w/w. High speed video recordings, indicate a flattening of the nose of the Taylor bubble, as same as 
an increase in the liquid flowline conversion angle measured between the body of the bubble and the wall 
of the pipe, going from the nose of the bubble to its tail. This restricts liquid fall back, causing a better liquid 
sweep by the bubble. The analytical model successfully predicts the surface pressure, exit velocity of the 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The recent shale boom in the US has come with many implications for the oil and gas sector. New 
strategic management approaches and fast execution of new technologies have proven to be key for 
profitability and survival. Of the many new challenges, and maybe the most complicated one, is the 
relatively short life of horizontal wells compared to conventional completions. Even when the advances in 
drilling have improved the operational efficiency and reduced costs, the tighter nature of shale formations 
implies reduced productivity of the wells in the long term. 
The low permeability of shale formations, paired with an increase in the production of water, result 
in a problem called liquid loading. As the near-wellbore reservoir pressure drops sharply within the first two 
years of production, the gas entering the completion slows down, reducing its capacity to drag liquids to 
surface. As liquids fall back in the vertical portion of the casing and tubing, the wells go from steady 
production of annular gas flow to slug flow within 2 to 3 years of operation. This slug flow pattern results in 
the accumulation of liquids until the well can no longer flow, resulting in liquid loading and eventually, well 
failure, then plug and abandonment (P&A). 
To avoid liquid loading problems and extend the operating life of the wells, lift methods must 
effectively remove fluids from the entire wellbore, including the horizontal sections. Unfortunately, no 
artificial lift method is currently available to produce the liquids that are stagnant in the horizontal/lateral 
sections, resulting in the early P&A. This reduces the available income from the production of the well, and 
increases the environmental impact, as new wells are drilled to replace the failing production. 
This study presents the experimental results and analytical model of a novel artificial lift method for 
horizontal wells, to solve the problem of liquid stagnation, flow reduction and early P&A. The method relies 
on the intermittent injection of compressed gas at low flow rates, through a mandrel containing check valves 
placed in the horizontal section of the well. Once the liquids are removed, the reservoir gas is able to flow 
into the wellbore with less restriction due to backpressure and liquid accumulation around the wellbore. 
Contrary to the current widely used artificial lift methods, this device has both the ability to reach the 
horizontal section of the well, and allow continuous production from the formation. 
The main objectives of this study are to optimize the functioning of the device, through the 
modification of the surface tension and viscosity of the stagnant fluids, as a mean to improve the sweeping 
effect of the intermittently injected gas; and to complete an analytical model that replicates the performance 
of the equipment. The studies are conducted in a low-pressure loop that includes a vertical and a horizontal 
section, located in the High Bay lab in Alderson Hall, at the Colorado School of Mines. The variables 
analyzed include the injection gas rate and pressure, surface tension and viscosity of the stagnant liquids 
and the internal diameter of the pipe. The range of variation of these parameters was defined within the 
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characteristics of the completions and the fluids currently found and produced in the Denver-Julesburg (DJ) 
Basin. The analytical model proposed includes a consideration for steady state and transient state 
conditions. The models are based on conservation of momentum and use new regressions obtained for the 
vertical Froude number as a function of the Viscous number (Nvis) and the Eotvos number (Eo). These 
regressions were obtained from experimental measurements of the rheology of the fluids as a function of 
their concentration and temperature, as same as the drift velocity in pipes with internal diameters within 
0.75 and 0.375 inches 
1.1 The New Playground 
According to the Energy Information Administration (2019), there exist nearly 140 thousand 
productive horizontal wells in the United States. As shown in Figure 1.1, these types of wells nearly tripled 
from 2010 to 2017, for an average growth of 21% year-on-year. While standing for nearly 14% of the total 
well population, these types of wells delivered over 96% of the total yearly oil production by the end of 2018. 
  
Figure 1.1: Horizontal well count in the US (Energy Information Administration 2019) 
Despite their large productivity and the technological improvements related to completion design 
and execution, nearly 10% of the horizontal wells in the US are plugged and abandoned every year due to 
low productivity issues related to slugging problems. Compared to a conventional well, a horizontal well 
drilled in tight formations in the United States will see a drastic rate decline within the first few months, 
instead of several years (Alhanati 2018). As the near-wellbore pressure drops, the gas entering the 
completion slows down, reducing its capacity to sweep liquids to surface. As the droplets fall back in the 
3 
vertical portions of the casing and tubing, a stagnant volume of liquid piles up in natural sumps, resulting in 
a constant and growing accumulation of the liquid (liquid buildup) phase. Figure 1.2 shows more than 6 
cycles of this behavior, for a well where production begins falter and slug, then the liquid slug is eventually 
lifted, and finally rates decline as the next slug accumulates.  
 
Figure 1.2: Production profile of liquid loading tight gas well. (Anadarko Basin. Courtesy Anadarko). 
This transient behavior continues until the well can no longer produce fluids to surface, which may 
happen after only 5-10 years of production. Re-fracturing and acidizing do not improve production levels 
since the problem is related to the accumulation of fluids in the wellbore, not the performance of the 
reservoir. The liquid loading problem remains unsolved. Several combinations of traditional artificial lift 
methods have been recently used to lift the stagnant fluids to surface. These methods are not effective due 
to solids production, high gas fractions and complicated wellbore layouts that limit device installation options 
and reduce operating lives (Alhanati 2018).  
To avoid liquid loading problems and extend the operating life of wells, many considerations are 
required to optimize completion design. Smaller tubing IDs are nowadays common practice to increase gas 
velocity. However, the frictional pressure drops caused by a smaller pipe result in smaller production rates 
and therefore lower revenues for the well owner. In terms of mitigating the liquid loading problems once 
they appear, no artificial lift method is currently capable to produce the stagnant liquids, resulting in the 
rapid production decline and the early P&A. This not only implies a significant economic impact, but also 
an increase in the environmental footprint left by the company owning the well. Once the well is plugged 
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and abandoned, the company proceeds to drill and complete a new well, repeating the situation described 
before. 
1.2 Artificial Lift Methods 
When a well is drilled in a hydrocarbon bearing formation, the production of fluids begins once the 
connection to the producing formation is made, through the casing and the cement, by perforating and 
fracturing the horizontal portion of the well. As the fluids leave the formation and enter the wellbore, they 
lose pressure on the path to the surface. In general terms, the pressure balance describing the flow towards 
the surface (or wellhead) can be expressed as:  
?̅?𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑟−∆𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 − (∆𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∆𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + ∆𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = 𝑃𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑  (1.1) 
Once past the perforations, Eqaution1.1 can be rewritten in terms related to the vertical section of 
the wellbore, as shown in Equation 1.2: 
𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 − (∆𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∆𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐) = 𝑃𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑  (1.2) 
As the volume of fluids within the drainage region of the well starts to drop, so does the pressure 
in the bottom of the well. Once the bottom-hole pressure decreases below that required to overcome the 
friction and hydrostatic losses on the path to the surface, production stops.  To maintain production, artificial 
lift systems are used either to supply the fluid with kinetic energy or potential pressure (head) to displace 
them to the surface.  
It is difficult for existing artificial lift (AL) systems to work in horizontal wellbores, due to the mix of 
fluid phases coming in from the reservoir and the tortuous and restricted wellbore configuration. These 
systems were not designed to lift around the “corner” that naturally forms in the heel of horizontal wells. 
This results in short term solutions that may not necessarily pay out the cost of the device and its installation 
and operation (i.e. CAPEX and OPEX respectively). 
1.3 Current Artificial Lift Options 
Many studies have been presented on the topic of liquid removal on liquid loaded gas wells. As 
identified by Lea and Tighe (2004), the main problems that AL systems face in horizontal wells in tight 
reservoirs, are: 
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• Discontinuous (slugging) flow patterns: Intermittent flow patterns start when flowrates drop, 
resulting in constantly changing fluid levels and production. Depending on the fraction of gas, the 
ID of the line and the velocity of the fluids, the variations in the production levels can be of over 240 
times the ID of the line, as noted by Shoham (1997) 
• Presence of solids: Either coming from the stimulation process or produced naturally from the 
formation, solids are typically present in the produced fluids. This can result in erosion of the 
completion, and accumulation of solids in the bottom of the well, limiting the flow of fluids along the 
casing and tubing.  
• Severely tight completions and deviated well profile: Unconventional horizontal wells will typically 
use 4 in. ID casing with 2-3/8 in. or 2-7/8 in. ID tubing. Considering that the average OD of the 
housing of an ESP is within 3-3/8 in., there’s a low tolerance for an ESP to be deployed inside the 
casing past the heel, making the installation process complicated, and sometimes limiting the 
number of stages that can be installed continuously in a section. Both ESP’s and Sucker Rod 
Pumps present shortened operating life when installed below the point where inclination angle 
begins to build above the heel, due to excessive friction and flexion. 
• Large presence of gas: ESP’s and Sucker Rod pumps cannot operate well in high gas fraction 
environments since they are not designed to process compressible fluids. 
1.3.1 Electric Submersible Pumps (ESP’s) 
These pumps present an in-series arrangement of pairs of impellers and diffusers called stages, 
inside a common housing. The stages are connected by a shared shaft, which runs through the pump, 
making the impellers of each stage rotate at the same angular velocity. The shaft rotates as torque is 
applied by an electric motor connected at the bottom through a shaft passing through an axial seal. The 
kinetic energy of the impeller is transferred to the fluids, centrifuging them through the diffuser, which 
redirects them back to the center of the impeller of the next stage. The fluids enter the pump through an 
intake port located at the bottom of the housing. This intake is set below the static level of the fluids, so to 
supply them with certain amount of potential energy before entering the pump. If there is insufficient intake 
pressure, a phenomenon called cavitation takes place, where the fluids vaporize and stall within in the 
pump. When so, the pressure in the fluid drops below the vaporization pressure, resulting in local implosions 
of the fluid. The cavitation typically happens at the impeller exit, where the velocity change of the fluid is 
the largest. The continuous operation in cavitation regime, results in the destruction of the impeller of the 
pump. 
When handling gassy flow, as the fluids are centrifuged in the impeller, the density difference 
between the liquid and the gas phase results in the stagnation of the gas at the exit of the inter-blade 
channel. As observed by Gamboa (2008), while the liquid phase tries to slip along the inter-blade channels, 
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the gas bubbles find enough pressure to coalesce and accumulate in a large bubble at the outlet of the 
impeller, but not to continue their path to the diffuser, as shown in Figure 1.3. This large bubble results in 
the “gas-locking” of the pump. Experimenting with an ESP at different RPM’s, Monte Verde et al. (2017) 
proved through the use of a high-speed camera that the presence of over 4.7% of gas volume fraction 
(GVF), defined as the percentage of gas flowrate over the total flowrate across the pump, results in the 
gas-locking of the pump. Increasing the rotational speed of the ESP increased the GVF slightly to 5%, 
matching existing experimental results done on impellers with different geometries Caridad (2005) and 
Duplat (2004). 
 
Figure 1.3: Pictures of gas phase accumulation in the impeller taken by Monte Verde et al. (2017). 
Attempts to modify the ESP’s basic configuration have achieved little improvement in the gas-
locking issue. Inclusion of a rotary gas separator at the inlet of the diffuser only provides a small increase 
in the GVF that the pump can handle, which is still far from the typical level present in tight unconventional 
reservoirs. 
A recent and poorly understood problem that ESPs and sucker rod pumps face in horizontal wells 
is the long-cycle intermittent nature of the flow. The gas slugs that horizontal wells generate are infrequent. 
Their length is variable, due to rate and proportions of the gas and liquid phase, and due to the undulations 
of the hilly-terrain-like characteristic of the wellbore itself. Slugs can last minutes, hours or even days, while 
the gas separators integrated to the ESPs can only handle slugs that last seconds. 
1.3.2 Gas Lift 
A well operating on gas lift uses high-pressure gas injected from the surface, traveling down the 
vertical portion of the wellbore and entering into the production pipe near the bottom of the well. This 
supplies the hydrocarbons in the tubing with potential energy to flow to surface. The gas injection is into the 
casing-tubing annulus, which communicates with the tubing through gas lift valves installed in the tubing. 
As the gas enters the tubing from the casing through the valves, its lower density lightens the fluids in the 
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tubing. On its path up, it increases the velocity of the fluids in the tubing, aiding their flow to surface and so 
their production. The fluids in the tubing above the active gas lift valves are a mix of the fluids flowing from 
the perforations and the gas injected from surface. There exists a maximum lift gas rate for a given set of 
well conditions. Above this rate, the friction increases, reducing the lift and decreasing the production. 
Typical injection gas rate values are 50 thousand scf/d to 5,000 million scf/d, with injection pressures 
ranging from 100 psia to 5000 psia.  
Gas lift is tolerant of small slugs but can be limited in severe slugging wells depending on the 
specific behavior of the well. If gas slugs are small and infrequent, gas lift is maintained at the bottom valve 
and is not adversely affected, but if individual slugs last hours or days, the eventual large liquid slug that 
follows can re-set the kick-off process and cause lift-valves higher in the wellbore to re-open, reducing the 
efficiency of gas lift.  The resulting behavior is that gas is introduced to a gas slug, which provides no benefit. 
The high costs of installing a gas compressor in certain facilities and the low potential return from a 
production increase makes gas lift in this situation a poor investment. 
1.3.3 Plungers  
The fundamental principle of a plunger system, is the sweep of liquids accumulated in the bottom 
of the well by a cylindrical metal element (plunger), as it travels upwards pushed by the accumulated 
pressurized gas. As the low energy fluids come from the formation into the completion, the gas accumulates 
in the annular space while the liquids fall back to the bottom of the tubing. From surface, a plunger is 
dropped into the tubing and will fall to the bottom of the tubing through the column of liquids, ultimately 
coming to rest on a plunger seat called a bumper. When a certain pressure is reached in the annular space, 
the wellhead production valve is opened, lowering the pressure on the top of the tubing and allowing the 
gases under the plunger to push it up through the tubing. The plunger pushes the column of liquids 
accumulated on top of it as it travels to surface, where it ultimately arrives at an extension of the well head 
called a lubricator. The plunger rests in the lubricator while the lifting gas slug is produced. Once the liquid 
slug is completely produced, the plunger is dropped again to repeat the cycle. Plunger systems are best 
installed in wells where the reservoir quickly builds pressure. They also use high frequency automation 
equipment which supplies instantaneous pressure and production data for surveillance and optimization. 
The data must be continuously reviewed and the system adjusted to maintain optimal production in these 
rapidly changing wells. 
To smoothly slide along the pipe while still sweeping the fluids as it moves up, the plunger OD is 
designed with a small tolerance compared to the ID of the tubing. As the plunger is worn out from the 
constant friction with the inner wall of the tubing, it loses its efficiency to remove liquids. For inclined sections 
of the well and due to gravity, the plunger travels off-center along the bottom of the tubing ID. The resulting 
larger clearance on the upper side of the tubing ID allows the gases to flow over the top of the plunger, 
bypassing it and reducing its effectiveness. The only remediation for this is constant gauging and 
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replacement of the plunger, increasing operating costs from labor and parts. The use of plungers in 
horizontal wells is limited to the inclination angle of the well. The same effect of clearance increase on the 
upper side of the tubing is observed as the inclination of the well increasing, reaching a point at which, even 
a new plunger fails to close the gas. 
1.3.4 Soap Sticks  
When using soap sticks in a well, the objective is to reduce the surface tension between the gas 
and the liquid phase, improving liquid flow to the surface since liquids are bound to rising gas bubbles. To 
do this, a bar of a special type of soap is dropped from the well head, through a “soap stick launcher”. This 
device can drop soap sticks at pre-defined frequency monitored by a control system. The frequency with 
which the sticks are dropped, depends on the inflow performance ratio of the well, the composition of the 
hydrocarbons and the volume fraction of water produced. Once the soap stick is dropped from the well 
head, the phases mix with it due to the shearing and turbulence present in the well. The foam layer formed 
allows the liquids to travel to surface due to the lower relative density of foam versus the pure liquid phase. 
As the bubbles coalesce, they rise continuously due to buoyancy while carrying the liquid that make up the 
walls of each bubble. In wells with low liquid production, the foam is sheared and dragged to surface by the 
flowing gas. As the launcher runs out of soap sticks, field personnel must visit the well head to replenish 
the system. Despite the required automated control system and the relatively frequent visits of the filed 
personnel, the cost of a soap stick system is lower than the total cost of running a plunger system, given 
the low cost of the soap sticks. 
The efficiency of this method is affected by the affinity of the surfactant used and the fluids 
produced. Tests are recommended to evaluate the dissociation capacity of the surfactant on the liquid 
phase before using it on any specific well. The presence of oils and salts in the water reduces the solubility 
of the soap sticks, limiting their capacity to reduce the surface tension between the gas and liquid phases. 
After certain point in time, the self-cleaning capacity of the well is reduced, as not all the liquids flow to 
surface, originating dense layers of water and soap that precipitate and block the flow of gas. The same 
tends to happen with the solids present in the water, which due to their affinity with the solute, precipitate 
out of solution and fall to bottom of the wellbore, limiting the flow of hydrocarbons. 
A summary of the application and limitation of the mentioned artificial lift methods, is presented on 
Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of most common artificial lift methods in the oil and gas industry 
Method Operating Principle Requirements Limitations 
Sucker Rod 
Pump 
The fluids are retrieved from the 
bottom of the well by a positive 
displacement pump. 
The end of the rod must reach below the 
static level of the fluids so to fill the pump. 
Not reaching such depth, results in the 
empty traveling or dry displacement of the 
pump. 
• Cannot reach the horizontal section of the 
well. The well’s deviation implies the 
presence of severe friction points, causing a 





Electrical energy supplied to the motor 
of the pump, is converted into kinetic 
energy and this later into head 
(Pressure per unit of specific weight)  
The intake of the pump must be set below 
the dynamic level of the fluids.   
• Cannot operate in wells where the gas 
volume fraction is above 5%.  
• The slugging nature of the flow cannot 
guarantee the pressure intake supply. 
Gas Lift The viscosity and the density of the 
flow is reduced by injecting gas into the 
line, therefore reducing the frictional 
and gravitational loses. 
A stream of gas is injected into the casing 
from surface. The gas enters the tubing 
through valves installed in it.  
• The inconstant pulsating nature of the slug, 
makes it difficult to program the operation of 
the gas valves. 
• Constraints due to equipment size and the 
low margin of shale wells, make it 
complicated to use widely in all horizontal 
well operations 
Plungers A solid cylindrical element swipes the 
fluids accumulated in the tubing while 
pushed by gas accumulated in the 
completion. 
• A special plunger with retractable pads 
is needed to pass the heel.  
• The bottom hole bumper needs to be 
installed in the horizontal section 
• Limited to wells with less than 65 degrees of 
inclination. When beyond these inclinations, 
the seal of the plunger is lost and the 
plunger may not fall to the bumper in each 
trip. 
Soap Sticks Foam forms at the bottom of the hole, 
allowing the gases to rise through a 
lighter liquid column. 
• Installation of a soap-stick launcher 
• Chemical affinity between the crudes 
and the soap 
The drop in the pressure of fluids eliminates 
the rise of foam to the surface. 
Velocity 
strings 
Increase of the gas velocity to the 
critical rate, by reducing the cross-
sectional area of the tubing. 
A string of smaller ID The lower diameter results on larger frictional 
drops for the required flowing rates of the gas. 




1.4 Artificial lift options for horizontal wells 
 Currently a few patents address the removal of stagnant liquids in liquid loaded horizontal wells. 
Based on the intermittent gas injection principle, these systems aim to inject high-pressure gas in the 
horizontal section, to push the liquids to surface. Of the many available, one is currently commercialized 
while another one is being tested for the purposes of this work. As an improvement of the methods 
presented in this work, a third patent is sought to be developed, trying to address some of the limitations 
found from this research. 
1.4.1 Dual lift system 
The Dual Lift System is commercialized by the US company Horizontal Lift Technologies. It was 
registered under the patent numbers 7,748,443 and 8,037,941 in the year 2008. As stated by its name, the 
patent describes two sections of continuous gas lift, the first occurs in the vertical section and the second 
occurs in the horizontal section. As used in vertical wells, gas is injected from the surface into the casing-
tubing annulus as a means to lift liquids to the wellhead. As indicated in Figure 1.4, three main parts 
constitute a Dual Lift System: coiled tubing, which works as the core of the system; a packer with a 
production entry port, to control the flow of injected gases; and a gas lift exit, though which the injected gas 
enters the tubing extension. 
 
Figure 1.4: Scheme of the installation of the Dual Lift System (Horizontal Lift Technologies 2020) 
The first stage of the system is the horizontal section, which receives injected gas from the surface, 
as shown in Figure 1.5. The gases flow past the QDL packer and reaches the toe of the well through the 
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tubing extension, pushing the liquids toward the heel to the production entry port. Through this port, the 
liquids enter the coiled tubing, reaching the vertical section, as seen on Figure 1.6. Once in the vertical 
section of the wellbore, the gas injected though the gas lift valves in the vertical section provide additional 
lift to the fluids, diminishing the flow back of liquids.  
  
Figure 1.5: Detail of the injection of gases in the horizontal section in the Dual Lift System (Horizontal Lift 
Technologies 2020). 
 
Figure 1.6: Detail of the dual system connection in the horizontal section in the Dual Lift System 
(Horizontal Lift Technologies 2020). 
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A drawback in the Dual Lift System is that the high-pressure lift gas contacts the formation once it 
reaches the horizontal section. As noted in Figure 1.4 thru Figure 1.6, the tubing must be retrieved for the 
production string the packer and the valves to be inserted.  
1.4.2 GALLOP 
Standing for “Gas Assisted Liquid Loading Oscillating Pressure”, the operation of this device relies 
on intermittent gas injection at high pressure, to remove stagnant fluids from the wellbore through a closed 
system up dual conduits. A prototype has been tested for the purposes of this study in the low-pressure 
loop installed at Alderson Hall in Colorado School of Mines. The two strings are inserted from the wellhead 
and run past the low point in the horizontal section of the well. The ends of the tubing are connected to 
each other at the lower end (closer to the bottom of the well), forming a loop with the start and end at the 
surface. As shown in Figure 1.7, a mandrel, composed of two check valves, is connected to the dual tubing 
to allow liquids from the casing into the GALLOP tubing when at low pressure, but keeping the fluids from 
returning to the casing during the lifting stage. The mandrel is designed to be placed near the liquid 
accumulation points to guarantee the continuous collection of liquids while the liquid builds up. 
 
Figure 1.7: GALLOP mandrel prototype tested at Colorado School of Mines. 
The operating cycle of the GALLOP has four stages, as presented in Figure 1.8: Liquid buildup, 
gas injection, liquid lifting, and system blowdown. Once the blow down occurs, the cycle repeats to allow 






Figure 1.8: Graphic scheme of the operating cycles of the GALLOP. 
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• Liquid buildup: As the liquids accumulate in the horizontal section of the wellbore, the check 
valves in the mandrel allow the fluids to flow into the dual tubing. The check valves remain open 
since the pressure inside the dual tubing is lower than in the wellbore. 
• Gas injection: High-pressure gas is injected at surface to one of the two strings. As the gas 
travels down the tubing, it contacts the accumulated liquids, increasing the pressure in the line 
and closing the check valves. Once closed, the check valves prevent more liquids from entering 
the GALLOP but also keep injected pressure from being seen by the reservoir. The lifted slugs 
can use gas pressures that would normally not be sustainable if the reservoir were exposed to 
the lift pressure. Due to the pressure differential in the strings, the gas pushes accumulated 
liquids towards the open end of the dual coil at the surface. 
• Liquid lift and blow out: While pushing the liquids out of the dual tubing, the gas eventually 
completes the path back to surface. At certain point during the liquid lift, the injected gases 
bypass some liquid and start to flow out with the liquids. This is an indicator for the gas injection 
to stop. 
• Gas injection interruption: Only enough gas is injected to lift the liquid slugs to the surface. The 
loss in pressure in the line results in the fallback of the fluids trapped as film on the walls in the 
vertical section of the GALLOP return conduit. Due to the decrease of the pressure in the dual 
coil the check valves reopen, allowing the liquids to enter again and restart of the cycle. 
Despite its simple configuration and operation, the GALLOP faces several manufacturing and 
deployment barriers. Only two companies in the world manufacture the dual tubing required for the injection 
and return of fluids, known as FlatpakTM. As the oil prices fell in the recent downturn of 2014, the client base 
for this type of tubing dropped below the required critical volume for profitability, resulting on its fabrication 
to stop. As for its installation, FlatpakTM coil installation and wellhead sealing is not as mature as traditional 
workover and single coil operations.  Long term installations of the FlatpakTM have failed due to the plastic 
making up the shroud failing. 
1.5 The Backsweep Model (Patent Pending) 
As a modification of the Dual Lift System and the GALLOP, a concentric model is being proposed 
in this work to overcome the operational risks and the manufacturing constraints of each previously 
presented models respectively. As with the GALLOP, the Backsweep operates using intermittent gas lift to 
retrieve the stagnant fluids from the horizontal section. The difference is that the Backsweep uses two 
concentric strings within the wellbore rather than two strings side-by-side. 
The outer tubing can be large ID coil or stick tubing and is ran past the liquid accumulation points 
in the horizontal well with an intake mandrel containing a check valve. Once the outer string is introduced 
into the wellbore, an inner coil string is ran also to near the accumulation points within the horizontal section 
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of the wellbore. The resulting annular space is used to inject lift gas from surface down to the horizontal 
section, with the inner string providing the conduit to return liquids to the surface. 
This configuration uses the same overall concept as the DLS and the GALLOP, but takes 
advantage of more commonly available pipe and coiled tubing. An additional feature considered in this 
model, is the inclusion of a solution injection inlet at the wellhead, as shown in Figure 1.9. Through it, a 
pretreatment solution is injected to the annular space between the inner and outer string, to increase the 
surface tension of the liquids accumulated. The objective of this, is to improve the sweeping effect of the 
gases as they push the liquids to surface. 
 
Figure 1.9: Completion configuration scheme of the Backsweep model. 
As for the operating cycle, like the GALLOP configuration, the check valves allow the stagnant 
fluids in, and isolate the lift gas from the wellbore, eliminating the formation contact issue of the DLS. Once 
the gases are injected from the surface, they travel down to the level of the liquids, pushing them toward 
the intake end of the inner coil, commencing the production stage of the cycle. Liquids are lifted similar to 
the GALLOP configuration, by the sweeping effect of the gases. Once liquids reach the surface and the 
injection pressure from the injection gases diminishes, the valves open again to allow the entrance of 

















Figure 1.10: Graphic scheme of the operating cycles of the Backsweep. 
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1.6 Advantages of the Backsweep Versus Other Artificial Lift Systems 
Compared to the existing artificial lift methods and approaches for horizontal wells, this device 
offers some clear advantages:  
• Compared to the conventional artificial lift methods, the Backsweep, DLS, and the GALLOP 
configurations are designed to reach the horizontal section of the well. This allows a more efficient 
lift of wellbore fluids, by reaching the liquid accumulation points along the horizontal section. The 
concentric tubing configuration benefits from using the same equipment and processes as typical 
oilfield operations. 
• Contrary to sucker rod pumps, ESP’s and plungers, this device allows the continuous production of 
both free and dissolved gas while the device is not operating. Since the GALLOP and the Backsweep 
systems are closed any free gas can flow to surface through the GALLOP-Casing annular space. 
Casing pressure generated by backside gas production can be used to manage entrance of liquids 
to the device, or produced as needed.  
• The operation of the device is not compromised by the volumetric fraction of gas. While the 
bottomhole pressure pushes liquids into the GALLOP and Backsweep intake, the gas volumes that 
enter do not necessarily hurt the performance of the device. The volume that stays outside the 
mandrel should travel through the casing up to the wellhead, while gas that enters the mandrel should 
be able to separate and flow to the surface through the return conduit before or during the lift stage. 
• Compared to the DLS, the high-pressure lift gas does not contact the formation. With the GALLOP 
and Backsweep concepts, the gas injected stays inside the FlatpakTM or concentric system 
respectively, and its access to the formation is prevented by the check valve in the intake mandrel. 
By not contacting the formation, the fluid influx from the perforation is continuous and the integrity of 
the rock is not compromised. 
• Compared to the GALLOP configuration, the concentric installation of the Backsweep uses more 
common running equipment and materials; there is no extruded plastic or mechanical ties holding 
the dual conduits together as in the GALLOP configuration; and the symmetric profile of the cross-




CHAPTER 2 FLOW MODELING 
 
The flow of fluids produced from a reservoir through the tubing into the surface network rarely 
occurs in single phase mode. The chemical composition of the hydrocarbons, the change in pressure and 
the presence of water either as connate or inflowing from a nearby aquifer, results in the flow of several 
phases. To understand mass transport, the heat exchange and the pressure drop along the flow path 
(aquifer, reservoir, fractures, perforations, wellbore, tubing, surface equipment), it is required to understand 
the interaction between the flowing phases.  
The existing models do this by combining experimental data and physical correlations that originate 
from the analysis of single-phase flow. Based on this, considerations made upon the distribution of the 
phases due to their flowing velocities and the difference between their physical properties, result in different 
multiphase flow models. The most significant pressure drop along this system is usually the pressure drop 
in the vertical section. 
2.1  Single Phase Flow 
The simplest case of fluid flowing inside a pipe is single-phase flow. The pressure drop in the fluid 
as it travels from one end to the other, can be calculated from a momentum balance over the longitudinal 
axis of the pipe. As indicated in Figure 2.1, the main forces acting over a control volume of the flowing fluids 
inside an inclined pipe are due to gravity (𝐹𝑔), friction (𝐹𝑓𝑟) and difference in pressure (𝐹𝑝2 −  𝐹𝑝1).  
   
Figure 2.1: Free body diagram for a control volume unit inside and inclined pipe. 
Considering this, the balance yields: 
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(𝐹𝑝2 − 𝐹𝑝1) −  𝐹𝑓𝑟 − 𝐹𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 = 𝜌𝑉 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑡  (2.1) 
In Equation 2.1, the forces due to the pressure difference can be rewritten in terms of the pressures 
themselves, while the force of gravity and the line inclination can be expressed in terms of the density () 
and the volume of the unitary control volume. With a differential length “dL”, and normal and peripheral 
areas An and As respectively, it yields: 
(𝑃2 −  𝑃1)𝐴𝑁 −  𝐹𝑓𝑟 − 𝜌𝑑𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 = 𝜌𝑣 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝐿 (2.2) 
Considering a Newtonian fluid, the frictional force can be expressed as function of the shear applied 
by the wall on its periphery as: 
𝐹𝑓𝑟 = 𝜏𝑤𝐴𝑠 (2.3) 
This shear stress can be expressed in terms of Fanning’s friction factor (fF), which converts the 
shear stress over a fluid, (shown in Equation 2.3), into a function of the kinetic energy of the fluid, as 
indicated in Equation 2.4: 
𝐹𝑓𝑟 = 12 𝜌𝑉2𝑓𝐹𝐴𝑠 (2.4) 
Rearranging the terms and including the changes, the pressure drop equation for a single-phase 
fluid flowing inside a pipe, can be written as: 
𝑑𝑃𝑑𝐿 = 2𝐷 𝜌𝑉2𝑓𝐹 + 𝜌𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝜌𝑣 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝐿 (2.5) 
The Fanning friction factor (fF), is calculated based on the flow regime at which the fluid flows in the 
pipe. It is related to Reynolds number, which measures the ratio of inertial to viscous forces acting over the 
fluid. If the Reynolds number is below 2100, the flow is considered to be in a laminar regime, where the 
viscous forces rule the behavior of the flow. A transition region exists between the Reynolds number of 
2100 and 2300. Above 2300 the flow is considered turbulent. In both cases, the friction factor can be 
obtained as a function of the Reynolds number; this is shown in Equations 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. 
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𝑓𝐹 = 16𝑅𝑒 (2.6) 
and 
1√𝑓𝐹 = −4 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜖 𝐷⁄3.7 + 1.26𝑅𝑒 ∙ √𝑓𝐹) (2.7) 
2.2 Multiphase Flow 
As two or more immiscible phases flow inside a pipe, the difference in the physical properties 
between them (density, viscosity), the surface tension and the geometry of the line (internal diameter, 
relative roughness and inclination), result in different geometrical distributions and configurations of the 
phases, which are called flow patterns.  
Determining the flow pattern in which the phases are flowing, is of uttermost importance. Changes 
in pressure, heat and mass transfer will occur in different manners. Many experimental studies have 
classified the different patterns and determined the variables that define them, in both inclined (Shoham 
and Taitel 1984), vertical and horizontal wells (Taitel and Dukler 1976). As shown in Figure 2.2, five different 
flow patterns for upward two-phase flow of gas-liquid in pipes have been defined upon the velocity of the 
phases. 
 
Figure 2.2: Flow patterns for upward gas-liquid flow in vertical pipes (Shoham and Taitel 1984). 
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In Dispersed Bubble Flow, the gas droplets travel dragged by the liquid which makes up the 
continuous phase. A critical bubble diameter was defined by Hinze (1955), above which the rate of 
coalescence of the dispersed bubbles increases. This diameter is a function of the surface tension, the 
density of the liquid and the rate of energy dissipation. In Bubble Flow, the size of the dispersed bubbles is 
larger than in dispersed bubble flow. They tend to travel in a zig-zagging path upwards in a velocity larger 
than that of the liquid phase. For this pattern, a maximum diameter is achieved, after which Taylor bubbles 
appear, giving place to the pattern called Slug Flow. These bubbles are symmetrical around the axis of the 
pipe. Their shape tends to be flat at the bottom and rounded at the top, with a diameter close to inner 
diameter of the pipe. The liquid film that surrounds a Taylor bubble has an opposite flowing direction, that 
makes it bypass and accumulate in the back of the bubble, generating a recirculation zone of high shear 
and turbulence. The Taylor bubbles travel faster than the liquid-gas mixture, due to the buoyancy and the 
fallback velocity of the liquid film between the bubble and the wall of the pipe. As the bubble travels along 
the fluid, it displaces and drags liquids, aided by shear and turbulence inherent to the turbulent conditions 
of the flow, as described by Kouba (1986) and Felizola and Shoham (1995). Churn flow is similar to Slug 
Flow, but the gas phase presents discontinuous shapes at inconstant frequencies. The continuous breakup 
of the gas bubbles results in the fallback of the liquid phase, merging with the following bubble or slug, 
resulting in deformed Taylor bubbles or churns. In Annular Flow, the gas travels along the core of the pipe, 
while the liquid flows next to the walls, forming a thin annular film that gives the name to the pattern, as 
indicated by Alves et al. (1988). The high velocity of the gases results in the shear of the liquid film and the 
formation of droplets. These droplets travel along with the gas as long as the drag force exerted by it 
overcomes the force of gravity. A minimal gas velocity for the drag of the dispersed liquid droplets in the 
gas phase, was defined by Turner et al. (1969). Below this gas velocity, the liquid droplets fall back and 
accumulate at the bottom of the line, which generates a transient flow behavior that ends in the occurrence 
of slug flow. 
In an approach to model the flow in inclined lines, Taitel and Dukler (1976) presented a model to 
predict the boundaries between each of the flow pattern. As presented in Figure 2.3, the appearance of 
each pattern can be identified using the superficial velocities of the phases. These are calculated while 
ignoring the actual volumetric fraction of each, considering only their average flowrate and the cross-
sectional area of the pipe. The superficial velocity for the liquid and the gas are given respectively by: 
𝑣𝑆𝐿 = 𝑞𝑙𝐴𝑝 (2.8) 
and 
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𝑣𝑆𝐺 = 𝑞𝑔𝐴𝑝 (2.9) 
 
Figure 2.3: Flow pattern map for upward two-phase flow of gas and liquid in vertical pipes. (Taitel and 
Dukler 1976). 
When in a horizontal pipe, as presented in Figure 2.4, the patterns that can occur are similar to 
those observed in a vertical disposition. Two additional patterns can take place, which are stratified smooth 
and stratified wavy. In them, the gas phase travels above the liquid, typically at a larger speed than the 
liquid phase. This velocity difference results in the shear of the liquid phase, and therefore an irregular 
pattern on the liquid/gas interface.  
 
Figure 2.4: Flow patterns for horizontal gas-liquid flow in pipes (Shoham and Taitel 1984). 
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As same as for the vertical configurations, the superficial velocities of the phases can be used to 
identify the appearance of the different flow patterns in horizontal flow. The most commonly used flow 
pattern map for horizontal lines, was developed by Mandhane (1973) as indicated in Figure 2.5, using data 
for pipes with diameters from 1 ¼ in. to 2 in. of ID. 
 
Figure 2.5: Flow pattern map for horizontal gas and liquid flow in pipes, Mandhane (1973). 
To calculate the actual velocities of each of the phases, the cross-sectional area that each of them 
occupies at a given point in the pipe must be considered. For this, a ratio of cross-sectional flow called 
Liquid Holdup (HL) is used, which is defined as: 
𝐻𝐿 = 𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑃  (2.10) 
The Holdup of the gas is called the liquid void fraction, which is denoted with the Greek letter α. It 
can be calculated as: 
𝛼 = 1 − 𝐻𝐿  (2.11) 
Using this, the actual velocity of each phase can be expressed as: 
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𝑣𝐿 = 𝑞𝐿𝐴𝐿 = 𝑣𝑠𝑙𝐻𝐿  (2.12) 
and 
𝑣𝐺 = 𝑞𝐺𝐴𝐺 = 𝑣𝑆𝐺1 − 𝐻𝐿  (2.13) 
The difference between the actual velocities of the phases is defined as the slip velocity, and 
calculated as:  
𝑣𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 = 𝑣𝐺 − 𝑣𝐿  (2.14) 
Depending on the flow pattern, different approaches are used to model the characteristics of the 
flow. One of them is called the Black box model. 
2.3 Black Box Model 
The first and most simple approach, is the so called “Black Box”. model. Developed from the studies 
of Wallis (1969), in this model the flow inside the line is treated as a homogeneous mixture of the phases. 
Its pressure drop calculation is approached as in single phase flow, while its physical properties are 
calculated considering the flowrate fractions of each phase. 
The density and viscosity of the mixture are averaged as a function of the holdup as: 
𝜌𝑀 = 𝜌𝑙𝐻𝐿 + 𝜌𝑔(1 − 𝐻𝐿) (2.15) 
and 
𝜇𝑀 = 𝜇𝑙𝐻𝐿 + 𝜇𝑔(1 − 𝐻𝐿) (2.16) 
With this, the pressure drop equation takes the form: 
𝑑𝑃𝑑𝐿 = 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀𝑣𝑀2 𝑓𝑓 + 𝜌𝑀𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝜌𝑀𝑣𝑀 𝑑𝑣𝑀𝑑𝐿  (2.17) 
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where 
𝑣𝑀 = 𝑣𝑆𝐿 + 𝑣𝑆𝐺  (2.18) 
and the Reynold’s number takes the form: 
𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑀𝑣𝑀𝐷𝜇𝑀  (2.19) 
Beggs and Brill (1973) proposed a method to calculate the liquid holdup, based on the Froude 
number and the definition of non-slip liquid holdup (𝜆𝐿). Considering the actual velocities of the phases, the 
non-slip liquid holdup can be expressed as a function of the flow rates, as presented in Equation 2.20: 
𝐻𝐿 = 𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑃 = 𝑞𝐿𝑣𝐿𝑞𝐿𝑣𝐿 + 𝑞𝐺𝑣𝐺 = 𝑞𝐿𝑞𝐿 + 𝑞𝐺 = 𝜆𝐿 (2.20) 
Using this, the holdup is obtained from the Equation 2.21: 
𝐻𝐿 =  𝐻𝐿(0) ∙ 𝜓 (2.21) 
The term 𝐻𝐿(0) stands for the liquid holdup for a pipe in a horizontal disposition. It is obtained from Equation 
2.22, and it depends on the on the flow pattern, as indicated in Table 2.1: 
𝐻𝐿(0) = 𝑎𝜆𝐿𝑏(𝐹𝑟𝑀2)𝑐 (2.22) 
Table 2.1: Parameters for liquid holdup correlation (Beggs and Brill 1973). 
Flow pattern a b c 
Segregated 0.98 0.4846 0.0868 
Intermittent 0.845 0.5351 0.0173 
Distributed 1.065 0.5824 0.0609 
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The term 𝜓, considers the adjustment for inclination of the pipe, and it is given by Equation 2.23.  
𝜓 = 1 + 𝐶[𝑠𝑖𝑛(1.8 ∙ ∅) − 0.333 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(1.8 ∙ ∅)3] (2.23) 
The term C is the inclination angle factor. It is obtained from the expression indicated in Equation 
2.24 and the parameters are selected according to the flow pattern, as indicated on Table 2.2: 
𝐶 = (1 − 𝜆𝐿)𝑙𝑛 (𝑑′𝜆𝐿𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑉𝑓 𝐹𝑟𝑀2𝑔) (2.24) 
Table 2.2: Parameters for the pipe inclination factor (Beggs and Brill 1973). 
Flow pattern d’ e f g 
Downhill 4.70 -0.3692 0.1244 -0.0556 
Segregated (uphill) 0.011 -3.768 3.539 -1.614 
Intermittent (uphill) 2.96 0.305 -0.4473 0.0978 
2.4 Universal Correlation for the Drift Velocity  
When experimenting with potential flow in pipes at different inclination angles, Bendiksen (1984) 
observed a relation between the bubble rise velocity and the angle of the line. Weber, Alarie and Ryan 
(1986) proposed a modification to the model of Bendiksen, as shown in Equation 2.25, to express this 
relation as a function of the inclination of the line and the vertical and the horizontal Froude numbers: 
𝐹𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟𝐻(𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅)𝑎 + 𝐹𝑟𝑉(𝑠𝑖𝑛 ∅)𝑏 + 𝑄 (2.25) 
In this correlation, the term Q, is used to account for the relative difference between the vertical 
and the horizontal Froude numbers. If FrH < FrV, then Q is equal to zero, while if FrH ≥ FrV, then Q is 
obtained from Equation 2.26: 
𝑄 = 𝑐(𝐹𝑟𝑉 − 𝐹𝑟𝐻)𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛 (∅)(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (∅)) (2.26) 
The parameters in Equations 2.25 and 2.26 are shown in Table 2.3: 
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Table 2.3: Fitted parameters for inclined flow correlation. 
a b c d 
1.2391 1.2315 2.1589 0.70412 
2.5 The Liquid Loading Problem 
Due to the large fraction of gas and its high velocity, the flow in gas wells starts typically in Annular 
Flow. The lower velocity of the liquid causes it to occupy the vicinities of the wall, while the gas travels in 
the core of the pipe occupying the largest area. At the fluid interface, large shear takes place resulting in 
the tearing of the liquid into droplets, which are dragged upwards at about the same velocity of the gas. As 
shown in Figure 2.6, for this to happen, the drag force supplied by the gas must overcome the gravity force 
acting on the liquid droplets. This can be expressed as: 
𝐹𝐷 > 𝐹𝐺  (2.27) 
 
Figure 2.6: Free Body Diagram of a liquid droplet dragged in upward Annular Flow in a vertical pipe. 
where, for a liquid droplet of diameter dD, the drag and gravity forces are given by: 
𝐹𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷 𝜋4 𝑑𝐷2 𝜌𝑔𝑣𝑔2 (2.28) 
and 
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𝐹𝐺 = 𝜋6 𝑑𝐷3 𝑔(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔) 2.29 
Replacing the expressions for the forces due to drag and gravity respectively in Equation 2.27, it 
can be solved for the gas velocity, obtaining:  
𝑣𝑔 = √23 (𝑔𝑑𝐷(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)𝜌𝑔𝐶𝐷 ) (2.30) 
This gas velocity is known as critical gas velocity. It is the minimum required velocity of the flowing 
gas for the dropplets not to fall. A correlation was obtained by Turner et al. (1969), based on the surface 
tension between the gas and the liquid which eliminates the need for a drag coefficient, as: 
𝑣𝑡 = 1.593𝜎1/4(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4𝜌𝑔1/2  (2.31) 
where the density of the gas phase can be calculated from the real gas law as: 
𝜌𝑔 = 𝛾𝑀𝑎𝑃𝑍𝑅𝑇  (2.32) 
where the pressure (P) and the temperature (T) are those corresponding to the point at which the critical 
velocity is calculated. Considering a tubing flowing in constant steady state, the velocity of the gas will 
present its lowest values at the bottom of the well where the pressure is the highest and the higher 
temperature expansion effects may not overcome the pressure effects. Due to this and the larger ID of the 
pipe segments, liquid loading problems typically begin closer to the toe of the well.  
An adjustment for the inclination of the section, was obtained by Belfroid (2008), as presented on 
Equation 2.33: 
𝑣𝑡 = 1.593 ∙ 𝜎1/4 ∙ (𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)1/4𝜌𝑔1/2 ∙ (𝑠𝑖𝑛(1.7 ∙ 𝛽))0.380.78  (2.33) 
As the reservoir pressure drops, so does the gas velocity. Once below the critical value (vt) the 
liquid droplets start to fall back, accumulating in the wellbore. This continuous accumulation is referred to 
as liquid build up. This accumulated volume of liquid interferes with the gas flow, increasing the slip liquid 
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Holdup and reducing the velocity of the gas phase, which now has to “plow” or ‘sweep”. the built-up liquids. 
At the same time, the gas now less effectively shears the liquid surface, piling-up more liquid on its path 
upwards. After a certain volume has accumulated in the wellbore, the wellbore “loads up”., with gas not 
flowing freely, reducing its velocity and changing the flow pattern to heavier Churn Flow and subsequently 
to Slug Flow. 
As the well enters into Slug Flow, the production at surface becomes inconsistent. The pressure 
losses increase as the momentum of the fluids is affected by the fallback of the liquid phase. This reduction 
in production results in early abandonment of the well. 
2.6 Slug Flow 
The Slug Pattern has certain uniformity in terms of its geometry and rate. As shown in Figure 2.7, 
this flow pattern resents three main parts: liquid slug, gas slug; and liquid film. The gas slug, also known as 
a Taylor bubble, tends to travel at a relatively steady frequency, presenting a diametric symmetrical shape. 
A certain clearance exists between the Taylor bubble and the wall, through which a film of liquid travels 
backwards with respect to the flow of the gas 
 
Figure 2.7: Scheme of the slug flow pattern. 
At the bottom of the Taylor bubble, a recirculation zone of high shear forms, where the liquid coming 
from the film accumulate in what is called the Liquid Slug. The larger the velocity of the liquid film, the more 
shear occurs at the tail of the Taylor bubble, which can result in bubble turbulence and the formation of 
small bubbles. The thicker the liquid film is, the more liquid falls back when a slug of gas drifts through the 
liquid. 
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Even when several models are used for the prediction of the main parameters involved in the 
behavior of a slug flow pattern (liquid hold up, actual velocity of the gas and the liquid, and pressure drop 
per unit length), none of these models has been developed for flow of gas slugs in lines with internal 
diameters smaller than 2 inches. To model the behavior of the intermittent gas lift systems analyzed in this 
study, the original considerations over which previous models were built must be revised. These are the 
viscosity and density of the fluids and the surface tension between them. 
2.7 Slug Flow Modeling 
Several models exist for the prediction of the length, diameter and velocity of a Taylor bubble in 
slug flow. These models depend on the geometry and inclination of the pipe, and the properties of the fluids 
and the velocity of the phases. One of the most important factors required in a slug flow model is the 
calculation of the drift velocity of the Taylor bubble (VTB). Different studies have found that the physical 
properties of the fluids as well as the diameter of the pipe affect the velocity with which a gas bubble rises 
through a liquid. For the analysis of this variable, five non-dimensional numbers are used: 
The Eotvos number, denoted as Eo, which relates the gravitational forces acting on the gas-liquid 
interface, to the surface tension forces present between the two immiscible fluids. The number is expressed 
as: 
𝐸𝑜 = (𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)𝑔𝜎𝐷2  (2.34) 
The Froude number, denoted as Fr, which relates the inertial to the gravitational forces. It measures 
the capacity of a body to displace over the surface of a liquid. In the case of multiphase flow, it addresses 
the ease with which one phase slides over another. Mathematically, the number is expressed as: 
𝐹𝑟 = 𝑢𝜌𝑙0.5√𝑔𝐷(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔) (2.35) 
The viscosity number, which is a non-dimensional group, is used to reflect the viscosity of the fluid: 
𝑁𝑉𝐼𝑆 = 𝜇√𝑔𝐷3(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)𝜌𝑙  (2.36) 
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The Morton number, which relates the viscous to the surface tension forces is given by: 
𝑀𝑜 = 𝑔𝜇4(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)𝜎3𝜌𝑙  (2.37) 
When dealing with gas/liquid systems, given the large difference between the order of magnitude 
between the density of the two phases, the density of the gas is frequently neglected when calculating the 
numbers mentioned above. 
2.8 Gas Flow in Vertical Pipes with Stagnant Liquids 
One of the most important studies for the determination of the rise velocity of a Taylor bubble in 
stagnant liquids was performed by White and Beardmore (1961). Their experiments were held in 0.5 inch 
tubing using fluids with surface tensions between 22.8 and 77.7 mN/m, densities from 0.803 to 1.42 g/cm3 
and viscosities within 0.87 and 20,900 cp, as presented in Table 2.4. The objective of their study, was to 
determine the influence between the viscous, gravity and surface tension forces, on the rise velocity of a 
Taylor bubble.  
Table 2.4: Fluids used by White and Beardmore (1961) 
Fluid ρ (kg/m3) µ (cp) σ (mN/m) 
Distilled Water  997.2 .8712 71.5 
58% Sucrose solution 1272 10.50 76.0 
Ethylene Glycol 1113 19.9 47.5 
Aqueous Ethanol 803.1 1.385 22.8 
Tellus Oil 864.1 52.26 31.0 
Volute Oil 902.2 294.2 30.8 
Glycerol 1260 712.1 63.1 
95% Glycerol Solution 1246 323.2 63.9 
Sugar Syrup 1420 20900 77.2 
Diluted Sugar Syrup 1400 2650 77.0 
Rediluted Sugar Syrup 1390 1610 76.9 
 
The results obtained in their experiments, are presented in Figure 2.8. In the graph, the Froude 
numbers for each of the fluids and conditions tested, are plotted versus the Eo. The curves indicate the 
Nvis, where the ones in the top present the lowest Nvis (which belongs to water, with a Nvis and Mo of 
1.95x104 and 1.54x10-11 respectively), and the curves towards the bottom, which tend to be more horizontal, 
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indicate a larger Nvis (which in this case belongs to sugar syrup, with 3.28 and 2.86x10-4 of Nvis and Mo 
respectively). In the case of water, at Eo values above 200, the Froude number has a constant value of 0.35√𝑔𝐷. For Eo < 200, the Fr number declines smoothly until reaching a value of zero for Eo = 4.4, where 
it was observed that the bubbles would not rise. In general terms, the lower the Eo, the lower the rise 
velocity of the Taylor bubble for a given Nvis. Also, the more viscous the fluid, the lower the Froude number 
would be, which implies that the falling velocity of the liquid next to the wall is involved in the bubble rise 
velocity.  
 
Figure 2.8: Results for cylindrical air bubbles rising in vertical tubes (White and Beardmore 1961). 
With these results, a variable influence map was defined by White and Beardmore, as shown in 
Figure 2.9. On it, five areas were defined depending on the effects that the rising bubble sees according to 
the Froude, Morton and Eotvos numbers. A key region for this work is the area five (IV) at the top left of the 
figure. In this zone the rise velocity of the bubble is subject to the viscosity, and surface tension, but 
independent of the inertial effects. Within it, given the orientation of the Froude number lines, an increase 
in the viscosity of the fluid or an increase in the surface tension, result in a lower Froude number, and so, 




Figure 2.9: Variable Influence map (White and Beardmore 1961). 
CFD studies performed by Zheng et al. (2007), replicated the results of White and Beardmore 
(1961), finding that for the surface tension dominated area, the rise velocity of the bubble is related to a 
certain shape of the nose and the diameter of the gas slug. 
As shown in Figure 2.10, as the Eo number decreases, for the same Nvis, the roundness of the 
nose of the bubble changes towards a sharper angle. At the same time, the clearance between the bubble 
and the wall is reduced. This restricts the flow of the liquid film downwards as it enters the space with a 
sharper angle, due to a more drastic flow area change. It can also be observed how for Eo=4.23, there 
exists a zone of recirculation of liquid at the nose, and a clear reduction of the downwards streamlines of 
liquid. This explains why the bubble has no capacity to rise, as observed by White and Beardmore (1961). 
At this number, the access of fluids past the Taylor bubble is practically sealed, forbidding the gas phase 
to flow through the liquid column.  
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Figure 2.10: CFD simulation of Taylor bubbles in stagnant liquids for different Eo at Nvis=1.9x10^-5 from 
the stuides of Zheng et al. (2007). 
Similar situations were obtained by Zheng et al. (2007), when changing the Nvis while maintaining 
the Eo number. Again, the shape and radius of the Taylor bubble, affected the ease with which the liquids 
fell between the bubble and the wall. As observed in Figure 2.11, for a constant Eo number, when in 
presence of large viscosity numbers, the bubble tended to flatten on the top and increase its radius. In the 
same way, the falling velocity of the liquid between the bubble and the wall, decreased. As the convergence 
angle of the liquid flowlines increased, the liquid had a lower recirculation and smaller shear and 
detachment of the tail of the Taylor bubble was observed.  
Eo = 160.2 Eo = 63.5 Eo = 4.23 
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Figure 2.11: CFD simulations of Taylor bubbles in stagnant liquids for different Nvis at Eo=168 from the 
stuides of Zheng et al. (2007). 
Matching the results of Zheng et al. (2007), a zig-zagging shape of the bubble was observed 
experimentally by Lu et al. (2015) and by Vianna et al. (2003) as the rise velocity of the Taylor bubble 
increased, that could be associated with a larger falling velociting of the liquids in the film. 
From this, it can be inferred that a more stable Taylor bubble and therefore a better sweep can be 
achieved from reducing the Eo number. To do so without reducing the tubing ID, increasing the surface 
tension should result in lowering the Eo. If this is done within the proximities of Eo=4, then the sweeping 
effect of the Taylor bubble would be increased, without increasing the frictional pressure drop. 
In the same line of research, Nickens and Yanitell (1987), delivered a model to predict the radius 
of the Taylor bubble, from the solution for the potential stream equations considering inviscid 
incompressible flow. Their solution is valid for the region of the Fr number curve when Eo<100, and for 
diameters of 0.5 inches. The Radius of the Taylor bubble is called Effective Radius (Reff) and it is obtained 
as: 
Nvis = 3.9e-3 Nvis = 8.3e-4 Nvis = 1.7e-5 
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𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅 − 𝑣𝛿 (2.38) 
On Equation 2.38,  is the thickness of the boundary layer, which they obtained as a function of the 
rise velocity of the Taylor bubble by applying a mass and momentum balance to the liquid film, as: 
𝑢 = 2𝜌𝑔𝑅23𝜇 ∙ (𝛿/𝑅)31 − (𝛿/𝑅) (2.39) 
The rise velocity 𝑢, is derived from the fitting of the data of White and Beardmore presented on 
Figure (2.35. This is valid only for the surface tension dependent zone: 
𝐹𝑟𝑣 = 0.352 ∙ 𝑅𝑁0.5 (1 − 3.18𝐸𝑜𝑅𝑁2 − 14.77𝑅𝑁4 𝐸𝑜2) (2.40) 
The term v from (2.38 is a factor that determines the thickness of the liquid film. In their research, 
Nickens and Yannitell use a dimensionless group called Np which is 2√2 times the inverse of the NVIS: 
𝑣 = 6.40 ∙ (𝑀𝑜)−0.6 (2.41) 
In Figure 2.12, the results for the radii of the Taylor bubbles are normalized by the radius of the 
pipe as function of the Eo and the Np number. This plot shows that the maximum Reff, will occur for lower 
values of Eo. and large values of Np. For example, for the case of water, in a 0.5 in. ID pipe, (Eo=22 and 
Np=1835), the theoretical Reff, is 95%. 
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Figure 2.12: Normalized radius of the Taylor bubble as a function of Np and Eo. 
Assuming a constant configuration of the Taylor bubble and a homogeneous behavior of the liquid 
film along the pipe, the Reff can be used as an approximation to calculate the volume of liquids left behind 
by the sweeping effect of the gas. The annular area covered by the Reff times the length of the pipe should 
yield the volume of liquid removed by the Taylor bubble in the vertical pipe. 
2.9 Gas Flow in Horizontal Pipes with Stagnant Liquids 
Similar to the experiments of White and Beardmore (1961), Moreiras et al. (2014) performed 
studies to model the flow of gas in horizontal pipelines with stagnant liquids. In his study, a 2 in. ID pipe, 
with an oil of 166 cp of viscosity, a surface tension 27.5 mN/m and a density of 873 Kg/m3, were used to 
measure the drift velocity of the gas bubble, as it displaced along the pipe. Different temperatures (to 
change the rheology of the oil) and inclination angles were used to obtain a correlation for the horizontal 
Froude number as function of the viscosity number, as indicated by Equation 2.42: 
𝐹𝑟𝐻 =  0.54 − 𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑠0.01443 + 1.886 ∙ 𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑠  (2.42) 
It was observed that as the viscosity of the oil increased, the drift velocity of the gas bubble 
decreased. A parabolic behavior was observed in the velocity of the bubble, as the angle was varied from 
0 to 90 degrees. This behavior peaked at nearly 30° of inclination angle, and showed its minimum when at 
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90°. This behavior matched that observed by Bendiksen (1984), for which Moreiras et al. (2014) 
recommend the use of Weber’s correlation as a universal model for the drift velocity of the gas. 
2.10 Surface Tension Change in Gas-Water Systems 
An important factor affecting the Eo, is the surface tension between the liquid and the gas. 
Considering a line where it is wanted to reduce the Eo, but diminishing the ID of the line is not an option 
due to the resulting frictional losses, increasing the surface tension might be an effective answer. In the 
literature, three main families of solutes are considered for this effect, due to their impact on the surface 
tension at relatively low concentrations, solubility in water due to their electrochemical affinity, and easy 
commercial access. These are ionic salts, sucrose and polymeric solutes. An example of the first, is sodium 
chloride, while sucrose and xanthan gum are examples of the last two. 
Several studies show the increase in surface tension of water solutions using electrolytic salts. In 
the case of ionic salts, Yu et al. (2000). achieved increases of up to 40% in the surface tension of water 
using NaCl and KCl. Such an increase should result in a 60% reduction of Eo according to Equation 2.34. 
For the case of sucrose and xanthan gum, similar results were observed by Lee et al. (2011). In comparison 
to the solutions of ionic salts, similar increases in the surface tension were achieved but with concentrations 
nearly 10 and 200 times smaller for the sucrose and xanthan gum respectively. 
The increase in surface tension of aqueous solutions of ionic salts, sucrose and saccharidic solutes, 
typically comes with an increase in viscosity, as noted by Yu et al. (2000) and Casas et al. (2000). As same 
as with the surface tension, the viscosity tends to be proportional to the concentration of the solute and 
inversely proportional to the temperature. Several models and data are available from in the literature to 
model the viscosity of aqueous solutions of sucrose, xanthan gum and sodium chloride, such as those 
presented by Xuewu et al. (1994).  
2.11 Summary 
According to the literature review, the performance of the Backsweep depends on the capability of 
the injected gas to sweep liquid to surface. This capability is related to the size and shape of the Taylor 
bubble. A larger gas bubble should deliver a better sweep of the liquid and therefore a larger liquid removal 
efficiency. According to the findings of Zheng et al. (2007), and Nickens and Yanitell (1987), this could be 
achieved by reducing the Eo or increasing the Nvis. A reduction of the Eotvos number, could be achieved 
by increasing the surface tension of the liquid, which could be done through the use of ionic, polysaccharide 
and sucrose additives, as noted by Xuewu et al. (1994). Along with the increase in surface tension, 
increments of the viscosity and so the Nvis should be expected, which should also improve the sweeping 
effect of the gas. If using small ID’s, low flowrates should be employed to minimize the loss of pressure.  
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
 
The objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of the Backsweep at the experimental 
level, and build an analytical model that predicts the performance of this artificial lift system. The analytical 
model, is focused on the lift of a slug from stagnant liquids inside a concentric coil of small ID (less than 2 
inches), and is built around the Eotvos, and Viscosity numbers. Its main delivery are the four main 
parameters required to design its installation and operation in a well completion, and as same as those 
required to select the respective separator: 
• Removed volume of liquids per cycle. 
• Pressure required for injection and resulting pressure at surface. 
• Discharge liquid flow rate. 
• Maximum depth (measured depth) within which the Backsweep can remove liquids 
To do this, a series of tests were performed to understand the behavior of the device, as same as 
the effect that the main fluid properties and completion characteristics have on the performance of the 
system. The tests were focused on how to improve the sweeping effect of the injected gas as it plows 
through the stagnant liquid. Additional experiments were done to characterize the rheology of the liquids 
employed in the tests. 
As it can be concluded from the literature review, the liquid removal capacity of the Backsweep, is 
related to the shape and size of the Taylor bubble that travels along the device. Factors such as the 
viscosity, surface tension and density of the fluids, can be affected so to diminish the Eo and Nvis, to 
increase the radius of the bubble and so increase the area it sweeps in the line. The improvement on the 
sweeping area of the bubble must be aimed for, considering the effects that affecting the rheology of the 
fluid might have on the frictional pressure drop. Since it is desired to operate with the least pressure drop, 
the largest ID possible must be used. Therefore, to decrease the Eo the only available option is to increase 
the surface tension between the liquid and the gas. To achieve this objective, three research tasks should 
be completed. The tasks and the related activities are: 
• Task 1 - Fluid rheology characterization and drift velocity correlation: Experimental data is required to 
validate the current drift velocity correlations or deliver a new one valid for ID’s below 2 in. For this, it is 
needed to: 
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a) Model the surface tension and viscosity of different aqueous solutions with different 
concentrations of salts, polymers and saccharides. 
b) Measure the rise velocity of the gas bubble for different values of surface tension with low 
viscosity solutions. 
The drift velocity correlation is presented in terms of the Eo and Nvis. For this, it was required to 
obtain numerical models to predict the surface tension as a function of the concentration of the solutes and 
the temperature of the solution. Three different solutes were chosen for this task: sodium chloride, sucrose 
and xanthan gum, as presented on Table 3.1. The criteria used to select these three solutes was based on 
the electrochemical affinity with water, the commercial availability and cost, density with respect to water, 
and the effect on surface tension and viscosity. The last two criteria, were considered so to measure both 
the impact of the Eo and Nvis numbers on the performance of the Backsweep. 
Table 3.1: Selection criteria for the tested solutes. 






Sucrose Low (1590)  Low Medium Medium 
Sodium chloride High (2100) Medium Low High 
Xanthan gum Low (1500) High High Medium 
• Task 2 – Define an operating envelope for the prototype: Delimit the variables that affect the optimal 
performance of the Backsweep model in terms of the removal efficiency of fluids. The main deliverables 
for this task are: 
a) Optimum combination of line ID, gas injection flowrate. 
b) Required pressure for injection at surface. 
c) Maximum possible depth (reach) for liquid removal.  
d) Effect of the surface tension on the liquid removal and volumetric efficiencies. 
The objective of the second task is to validate the operating principles of the Backsweep. The 
variables involved in this test stage are the gas flowrate, the ID of the pipe and the surface tension of the 
liquids. The performance of the device will be measured in terms of the percentage of liquids removed from 
the total available. The ultimate goal is to achieve the highest liquid removal efficiency, while registering the 
lowest frictional pressure drop. Having determined the optimal ID and gas injection rate, it was changed the 
surface tension of the water, using different concentrations of the different solutions proposed, to reduce 
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the Eo. This should affect the shape and size of the Taylor bubble, and so improve the liquid removal and 
volumetric efficiencies. 
• Task 3 - Build an analytical model of the operation of the device: Prepare an analytical model that 
replicates the behavior observed in the task 2. This model is based using the regressions for the 
viscosity and density of the solutions tested in the first task, and the regressions for the bubble rise 
velocity. The main activities in this task are: 
a) Validate the effect of the Eo and Nvis on the performance of the Backsweep 
b) Compare the results of the numerical model with the experimental results.  
Having the results of the first two tasks, it is possible to develop and validate the model to calculate 
the performance of the operating cycle.  
3.1 Fluid Rheology Characterization 
To build the mechanistic model of the Backsweep, as well as to relate the performance of this 
system to the potential flow map presented by Nickens and Yanitell (1987), it was needed to know the 
viscosity and surface tension of the solutions employed. The surface tension was measured for water 
solutions of the three substances tested, with different weight/weight concentrations at different 
temperatures. For this, a capillary surface tension device (Cole Parmer - Life Sciences (Kimble) 14818 
Tensiometer) was set in a warm convective bath, as shown in Figure 3.1. Once a given concentration of 
the solution was prepared, it was heated and set to cool, going from 140 to 75 °F. For every 2 of 
temperature drop, the relative height of the liquid column inside the capillary tube was measured. This was 
repeated three times to average the readings for each concentration and substance used. 
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Figure 3.1: Configuration of the surface tension apparatus. 
With the height readings, the surface tension is calculated for the corresponding temperature and 
concentration according to Equation 3.1, where r is the radius of the capillary tube, which for this particular 
model is of 0.025 cm. 𝜎 is the surface tension of the solution in dyne.cm, h is the distance between the 
bottom of the meniscus of the column inside the capillary tube and the top level in the bulb in cm; 𝜌𝑀 is the 
density of the solution in g/cm3; and g is the gravitational constant in m/s2.  
𝜎 = ℎ𝑟𝜌𝑀𝑔2  (3.1) 
The density of the mixture (𝜌𝑀) is calculated as a function of the concentration of the solute in the 
solution, as noted in Equation 3.2 
𝜌𝑀 = 𝜌𝑠(𝑐) + 𝜌𝑤(1 − 𝑐) (3.2) 
The concentration of the solute is calculated as the ratio of the mass of solute to the mass of water, 
as indicated in Equation 3.3: 
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𝑐 = 𝑤𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  3.3 
3.2 Bubble Rise Velocity Measurement. 
The results presented by White and Beardmore (1961) and the correlations for bubble rise velocity 
in stagnant fluids of Nickens and Yanitell (1987) and Moreiras et al. (2014), come from experiments done 
in 2 in. ID pipes. Since changing the ID of the flow line is one of the variables that can be used to optimize 
the Eotvos number for better liquid sweeping, it was required to validate the correlation of Nickens and 
Yanitell for ID’s different to 2 inches. For this, the experimental matrix shown in Figure 3.2 was followed, 
using the experimental layout of Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.2: Experimental matrix for the vetical drift velocity.  
The experimental procedure consisted as follows: 
a. Prepare the aqueous solution to the desired w/w concentration. 
b. Fill up the vertical section with the solution allowing the level of liquids to reach a constant height inside 
the tubing.  
c. Confirm the volume inside the tubing by measuring the pressure transducer located at the lowest point 
of line, considering the density of the solution prepared. 
d. With the second and third valves closed, the valve on the bottom was opened, allowing the fluids in the 
lower section of the line to drain.  
e. Close the bottom valve once the lower section was empty. 
f. Open the top valve of the line. 
g. Open the second valve to allow the rise of the air bubble contained in the bottom of the line. 
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h. Measure the time it took for the air bubble in the bottom of the section to travel to the top of the line. The 
time was compared to the distance between the reference points used to calculate the velocity of the 
bubble. 
 
Figure 3.3: Experimental layout for metering the bubble rise velocity. 
3.3 Performance of the Backsweep 
A closed test loop with a vertical and a horizontal section of nearly 45 ft long each, was built to 
collect the experimental data. The sections were connected by a heel of approximately 6 feet of length, as 
presented in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.4. The pipes used were made of clear PVC, which allowed to see the 
flow patterns, location of the gas slug and shape of the rising bubbles. Pressure transducers were installed 
along the vertical and the horizontal sections, to measure the frictional pressure drop during the tests, as 









Figure 3.5: Detail of the horizontal and vertical section of the closed loop. 
Due to the high volume of gas circulating along with the liquids, a cyclonic separator was installed 
at the top of the loop. The separator consisted of a “tee”, with lateral entrance, bottom discharge and a 
cylinder at the top that was open to the atmosphere. As the fluids entered through the lateral intake, the 
high flowing pressure generated a swirl that rose inside the cylinder at the top, expelling the gases while 
the liquids fell back through the lower connection of the Tee. The discharged fluids were accumulated in a 
vertical tube. The cumulative liquid volume produced, was calculated using the pressure measured at the 
bottom on the tube and the cross-sectional area of the tube. 
The test fluids used were compressed air and water solutions with different additives, both at 65 
°F. The solutions were supplied by a sump pump located in an open tank at the bottom of the loop. As 
shown in Figure 3.6, the discharge of the pump was directly connected to the casing. This pump filled the 
system with water, simulating the feed from the perforations in a completion. To avoid exceeding the burst 
pressure of the casing, the pressure was monitored with a gauge, and protected with a pressure relief 
system valve, located at the bottom of the casing. At the end of each test, the volume of liquid produced 
was dumped back in the open tank. 
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Figure 3.6: Water feed for the flow loop. 
The lift gas was delivered by the lab air compressor. This compressor fed an 11-gallon tank that 
allowed to avoid pressure surges, by providing constant pressure during each test. In the case of this study, 
all the tests were done at 40 psi of injection pressure. This pressure is enough to reach the upper section 
of the loop and cover any frictional loses as the fluids cleared the system during the tests. The lift gas 
injection rate was controlled by a regulator valve (gate valve) and an on/off valve called the injection valve 
in. (ball valve), as shown in Figure 3.7. A thermal-mass flow meter (model CDI-5200) was connected after 
the regulating valve to measure the gas flow rate. The distances for fully flow development were kept far 
from the valves, according to the manufacturing specifications.  
The water flow rate was measured using a magnetic inductive flowmeter located before the cyclonic 
separator. As same as with the gas flow meter, according to the indications of the manufacturer, a given 
distance was kept before the discharge to the separator, to avoid distortions in the reding due to turbulence. 
The location of each of the flow metering devices, allowed to measure both simultaneously the flowrate of 
the liquid and the gas. Having the liquid flowmeter at the end of the line, away from the gas injection point, 
allowed to determine the arrival of the nose of the gas slug to surface. 
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Figure 3.7: Gas feed section of the closed loop. 
As shown in Figure 3.8, a check valve was installed on the production tubing which allowed the 
entrance of liquids into the concentric system. Lift gas was injected into the tubing/string annulus, flushing 
accumulated liquids toward the inner tubing tail. As the gas swept the liquids that were accumulated in the 
annular space, the check valve kept the pressurized liquids and lift gas from exiting to the casing. 
 
Figure 3.8: Detail of the check valve installation for the Backsweep model. 
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The data measured by the flow meters and the pressure transducers, was digitized by a data 
logging unit, shown in Figure 3.9. The connections follow the HART protocol for 4-20mA. The Power source 
and the logging unit were set inside a sealed enclosure to avoid electric shock risks due to accidental spills. 
The data logging unit is a DataQ 4600 which automatically exports the data to Excel. The calibration of the 
measuring devices is done through the user interface that comes with the logging unit. 
 
Figure 3.9: Data collection panel. 
Knowing the rheology of the fluids used from the experiments held on the first task, the process for 
each test is as follows: 
1) Fill the system with water:  
a. Turn on the sump pump to fill the casing with water: During this step, the check valves 
permit the entrance of liquids into the coil, so the water level will eventually reach a 
constant height inside both the production string and the inner annular space  
b. Measure the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the vertical section: During the fill, 
there is a reduction of gas volume by natural buoyancy, causing a pressure increase 
of the liquid column. This pressure was used to confirm the corresponding hydrostatic 
level observed in the previous step. 
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2) Open the gas injection valve: 
a. Close the water collection section. Make sure that the valve at the bottom of the 
collection section is closed so that liquids are retained as they are produced. 
b. Open the on/off valve to allow the flow of gas into the system 
3) Close the gas injection valve:  
a. Once the gas reaches the separator, close the gas injection valve (on/off valve).  
b. Allow the pressure surge tank to re-fill to the set pressure: Before running the next test, 
the air supply tank must be filled up at a given pressure to guarantee the availability of 
continuous pressure for the next test.  
4) Measure the volume of liquids produced: The volume of liquids in the accumulation line are 
measured through the pressure transducer at the bottom of the section. The data collection 
system is calibrated to automatically compute the volume from the pressure of the hydrostatic 
column collected, the standard volume of the collection system and the standard density of 
water. 
To test the next gas flow rate, the regulator valve is adjusted and calibrated in step 3.a by flowing 
at the next desired flow rate before closing the injection valve. This procedure was repeated for different 
ID’s so to find the optimal in terms of liquid removal efficiency. The experimental matrix followed for this 
task, is presented in Figure 3.10 
 
Figure 3.10: Experimental matrix for the second task. 
3.3.1 Effect of Surface Tension 
To improve the liquid removal capacity of the Backsweep, it was tested the effect of the change of 
the Eotvos number, as a mean to increase the radius on the Taylor bubble. As observed in previous work, 
this should result in an increase of the size of the bubble and so the sweeping efficiency. The additives 
used to on the first task were employed for this purpose. The combination of ID and flowrate that delivered 
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the best liquid removal efficiency and lowest pressure drop on the second task, were used to operate the 
Backsweep with the mentioned additives. The experimental matrix followed is showed in Figure 3.11 
 
Figure 3.11: Experimental matrix for the third task. 
The results obtained from this were compared to the scenario of running pure water, at the same 
configuration and gas injection rate. The results were used to include the effect of the change of the Eo and 




CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
 
Regression models were developed using the data for surface tension and viscosity of aqueous 
solutions of the three proposed substances. These regressions were required for the analytical model of 
the Backsweep. 
4.1 Fluid Rheology Characterization 
Using the surface tension apparatus described in Figure 3.1, the surface tension of the three 
different solutions was computed from the readings of the heights of the liquid columns. The results were 
used to obtain different multivariable regression models, of which he best model. was chosen according to 
the R2 and adjusted R2. As shown in Figure 4.1, thru Figure 4.3, the surface tension for the three solutions 
(xanthan gum, sucrose and sodium chloride) presented a linear behavior as a function of the concentration 
and temperature, being proportional to the concentration of the solute, while inversely proportional to 
temperature. Even when the polynomial model presented a good fit, the adjusted R2 was similar to that of 
the linear model. The later was chosen due to its simplicity.  
 
Figure 4.1: Surface tension measurements and regression models for the xanthan gum solutions. 
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Figure 4.2: Surface tension measurements and regression models for the sucrose solutions. 
  
Figure 4.3: Surface tension measurements and regression models for the sodium chloride solutions. 
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The numerical regression proposed for the surface tension of the three substances, is shown in 
Equation 4.1. The parameters for each substance, are shown in Table 4.1, where the temperature is in 
degrees Fahrenheit and the concentration is in % w/w. Analyzing the concentrations coefficients for each 
substance, it can be seen how the xanthan gum has the largest surface tension increase per increase in 
concentration. Among the tested substances, the solutions of xanthan gum presented the largest surface 
tension at the lowest concentration. At 70 °F, the xanthan gum solution presented a surface tension of 78 
mN/m, at 0.2% (w/w), in contrast to the 150 times more solute used for the sucrose and about 33 times for 
the sodium chloride. Comparing the concentration coefficient of the xanthan gum with the other two 
substances, it can be seen that with every unitary increase in concentration, a surface tension nearly 56 
times larger can be achieved than with sodium chloride, while over 180 times larger than with sucrose. 
𝜎(𝑇, 𝐶) = 𝑎 +  𝑏𝑇 +  𝑐 ∗ 𝐶 (4.1) 
Table 4.1: Parameters for the regression model of the surface tension. 
 a b c R2 
Xanthan gum 78.742 -0.09231 2585.1 0.962 
Sucrose 78.273 -0.08917 14.247 0.945 
Sodium Chloride 79.138 -0.09326 46.365 0.987 
 
The models for viscosity of the sucrose, sodium chloride, and xanthan gum solutions, were 
obtained by regressing available data from other studies on these substances. The data used for the 
regression for the viscosity of the sucrose, was published by Tellis et al. (2007). This data was obtained 
from experiments covering concentrations up to 60% w/w and up to 185 °F of temperature, using a 
Brookfield digital viscometer (model HADV – I+). A regression model was fit as shown in Equation 4.2, with 
an R2 of 0.96, where a=0.9076; b=10.2834; c=-0.0278; d=-0.0282; C is the concentration of the solution in 
% w/w; and T is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. 
𝜇𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑒 = (𝑎 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑏 ∙ 𝐶)) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝((𝑐 ∙ 𝐶 + 𝑑) ∙ 𝑇) (4.2) 
As observed on Figure 4.4, the viscosity of the solutions of sucrose in water for the tested ranges 




Figure 4.4: Regression model plot for the viscosity of water-sucrose solutions. 
A numerical model for the viscosity of solutions of water and xanthan gum, was presented by 
Xuewu et al. (1994). Despite having an R2 of 0.7, the model offers the best fit among many found in 
literature. The regression model presented by Zheng et al. (2007), is shown in Equation 4.3; where a=363; 
b= 494; d=0.9862 and e=0.0001. The concentration is represented by the letter C, which is in % w/w, and 
the temperature is T, which is in Kelvin.  
𝜇𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑔𝑢𝑚 = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑏/𝑇) ∙ 𝐶^(𝑑 + 𝑒 ∙ 𝑇) (4.3) 
As it can be seen in Figure 4.5, the viscosity of the solutions of xanthan gum in water, increases 
up to around 40 cp when at concentrations as low as 0.02% and temperatures around 180 °F. Among the 
three solutes tested, the xanthan gum delivered the solutions with the largest viscosity. When compared at 
the same temperature, the viscosity of this saccharide was over 100 times that of the sodium chloride and 
the sucrose solutions, at only 1/100 of the concentration (w/w). 
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Figure 4.5: Viscosity model plot for solutions of xanthan gum in water. 
For the viscosity of sodium chloride solutions in water, the numerical regression indicated in 
Equation 4.4 was prepared using the data presented by Ozbek et al. (1977). The model has an R2 of 0.95 
for concentrations within 3% and 27% w/w and temperatures ranging between 32 and 302 °F. The values 
of the constant are: a=-1.6853; b=-0.7445; c=4.231; d=1.7964. The concentration (C) is in % w/w and the 
temperature (T) is in degrees Fahrenheit. 
𝜇𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 = (𝑎 ∗ 𝐶 + 𝑏) ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑇) + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑑 ∗ 𝐶) (4.4) 
This regression is valid for concentrations below 30% w/w. No experiments were done above this 
number, since at about 35% it is reached the saturation concentration of sodium chloride in water, as 
referenced by Ozbek et al. (1977) in his work. 
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Figure 4.6: Viscosity model plot for solutions of sodium chlorde in water. 
Even when the small radius of the capillary tube improves the precision of the tensiometer, it limits 
its capacity to be used with solutions with micelles, such as the aqueous xanthan gum solutions. At nearly 
0.03% w/w of concentration and above, the high viscosity and presence of micelles, as seen in Figure 4.7, 
limited the free access of the solutions to the interior of the capillary tube 
 
Figure 4.7: Presence of micelles on the xanthan gum solution (0.2% w/w of xanthan gum). 
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The high surfactant effect of the xanthan gum contrasts with the ease with which it creates micelles 
as it is mixed with water. A delicate mixing method involving continuous stirring of the water and slow dosing 
of the xanthan gum, reduced the appearance of micelles, but resulted in the generation of a dense and 
extended dispersion of bubbles (the largest bubbles were within the range of 2 to 1 mm of diameter) as 
shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.8: Presence of micro-bubbles on stirred solutions of xanthan gum (0.2% w/w). 
Due to the high viscosity of the xanthan gum solution, these bubbles took a considerable time to 
coalesce and completely separate from the liquid phase. Figure 4.9 shows two samples of 200 ml of a 
solution of water/xanthan gum with a concentration of 0.02% w/w. The jar on the left was prepared moments 
before the picture was taken, while the jar on the right was allowed to settle for 2 weeks, at a temperature 
of 70 F. It can be seen that the settled sample, even when not as transparent as pure water, was still more 
translucent than the sample in the jar on the right. This is due to the disappearance of the suspended 
droplets, which caused the light to be trapped inside the sample, a known property of tight air/liquid 
dispersions. By the time the phases had separated, a strong foul smell emanated from the sample, showing 
thin films of xanthan gum on the surface, indicating the occurrence of decomposition due to bacterial action. 
This finding is of major importance if bacterial corrosion is to be avoided in the completion when using 
xanthan gum on field applications. As for cleaning and separation of the produced liquids, it is a good 
success indicator for water purification purposes and commercialization of the oil produced. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between a recently made and a sample settled for two weeks of a xanthan gum 
solution (0.2% w/w). 
4.2 Bubble Rise Velocity 
The results obtained from the measurement of the drift velocities for the solutions of sucrose, 
xanthan gum and sodium chloride, is presented in Table 4.2. The relatively large standard deviation of the 
Frv number for the xanthan gum at 0.02%, relates to the heterogeneity of the solutions formed by this 
substance at this concentration As it can be observed in Figure 4.10, the results follow the trend presented 
in the studies of by White and Beardmore (1961). Using the data from White and Beardmore and the data 
from this study, a numerical regression was obtained for the Frv, as a function of the Eo and the Nvis 
numbers. In Figure 4.11, it is observed that the model predicts the existence of the “no rise” zone defined 
by the Eotvos (Eo) and the Viscosity (Nvis) numbers. This zone implies that for the same ID, the larger the 
















Eo Nvis Frv 
Std. 
Dev 
- 0.250 0% 71.2 988.1 0.982 5.6 6.3x10-4 0.049 3.1% 
- 0.375 0% 71.2 988.1 0.982 12.6 3.4 x10-4 0.23 4.0% 
- 0.750 0% 71.2 988.1 0.982 50.5 1.2 x10-4 0.32 3.6% 
Sugar 0.375 10% 73.8 1,039 3.232 12.8 1.1x x10-3 0.22 2.6% 
Sugar 0.750 20% 75.1 1,090 5.175 52.7 5.8 x10-4 0.32 3.8% 
Sugar 0.375 30% 76.2 1,141 6.233 13.6 1.9 x10-3 0.24 1.5% 
Xanthan gum 0.750 0.02% 76.8 988.1 102.3 46.7 1.3 x10-2 0.21 3.2% 
Xanthan gum 0.375 0.02% 80.1 989.1 302.2 11.2 1.1 x10-1 0.02 6.0% 
NaCl 0.750 10% 81.2 2,094 2.013 93.8 1.2 x10-04 0.33 5.1% 
NaCl 0.500 20% 85.3 2,028 2.524. 38.5 2.8 x10-04 0.30 1.9% 




Figure 4.10: Drift velocity results and data from White and Beardmore (1961) 
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Figure 4.11: Numerical regression plot for vertical Froude number (Frv). 
The correlation for the vertical Froude number (Frv), is presented in Equation 4.5. The values of 
the constants are a=-0.05087; b=-0.1603; c=0.7211; d=0.04611; f=-0.2301; g=0.7064; u=-0.3782 and 
K=67. This regression offers an R2 of .89 and an adjusted R2 of -.92, being valid for ID’s from 2 to 0.375 
inches. 
𝐹𝑟𝑣 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐸𝑜𝑢 ( 𝑎𝐸𝑜𝑏 + 𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐 + 𝑑𝐸𝑜𝑓 + 𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑔)  (4.5) 
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4.3 Transient Test Simulations 
To determine the ideal operating conditions of the Backsweep, and simplify the experimental matrix 
for the study of the method, it was completed a simulation of the system using a transient flow analysis 
program (OLGA). The objective was to determine the ideal gas injection rate, gas injection pressure and 
ID of the production string, so to reduce the number of variables to test in the experimental loop. 
As shown on Figure 4.12, the OLGA model consisted of a single string with a horizontal and vertical 
section with the same height and length as that of the experimental loop in the lab (Figure 3.4). The line 
was connected to a separator located at the top of the system, open to the atmosphere. At the beginning 
of the line, a source (Source-1) was set allowing the entrance of air at 40 psi, which was enough pressure 
to overcome the gravitational and frictional losses of the liquid as it reached the separator. The line was 
initially charged with water at atmospheric pressure and 65 °F. The fluid simulation was done using a three-
phase model, including the slug tracking option. The liquid discharge line coming from the separator was 
used to compute the volume of liquids produced during an operating cycle.  
  
Figure 4.12: OLGA model of the Backsweep.  
As presented in the time-lapse frames shown in Figure 4.13, the results forecasted the 
displacement of the fluids to surface in the form of a single slug during the operating cycle. This can be 
seen in the continuous red shading of the production line. As the gas traveled to surface sweeping the 
liquids (from left bottom towards right and then up), the volume of liquids in the line (red shade) diminished, 
showing the sweeping effect of the gas (frames (b) and (c)). This slug tended to accelerate once the gas 
reached the vertical section of the line (frame (d)). After the liquid slug reached the surface (frame (e)) a 
few discontinuous slugs followed. The liquids remaining in the line were cleared as the gas kept flowing 
from the source to the separator, leaving an almost empty line (frame (f)) 
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(a) Initial time – Fully loaded 
 
(b) 2 seconds after start 
 
(c) 10 seconds after start 
 
(d) 14 seconds after start 
 
(e) 15 seconds after start 
 
(f) 20 s – End of cycle 
Figure 4.13: OLGA time lapse animation of the Backsweep (production string). 
Following these results, a sensitivity analysis was done to understand the impact of the ID and the 
flowrate on the volume of the liquids produced per cycle. Three ID’s were used in the model (1.5, 0.75 and 
0.5 inches), varying the injection gas rates from 30 to 0.1 scf/min. Figure 4.14 indicates that the liquid 
removal efficiency (ratio of volume of liquids produced to the volume of liquids stagnant in the line) 
diminished as the gas injection rate increased. They also show that the smaller the ID of the production 
string (pipeline in the model), and therefore smaller Eo number, the larger the liquid removal efficiency. A 
similar effect was noted on the volumetric efficiency (ratio of recovered liquid volume to injected gas 
volume). The volumetric efficiency diminished as the gas rate increased, while improved as the ID of the 
line decreased, as it can be seen in Figure 4.15. OLGA predicted a removal and volumetric efficiency of 
100% for the lowest rate, which is unlikely. 
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Figure 4.14: ID sensitivity on liquid removal efficiency per cycle (OLGA). 
 
Figure 4.15: ID Sensitivity on volumetric efficiency per cycle (OLGA). 
4.4 Operation of the Backsweep 
Figure 4.16 shows the liquid removal efficiency as a function of the injected gas flowrate. Each 
point represents the average for 5 tests done with water, at the same injection pressure (40 psi) and air. In 
line with the transient simulations completed with OLGA, the best results in terms of liquid removal were 
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achieved for the lowest gas injection rates, independently of the ID of the production string. In terms of the 
size of the production line, the smaller the ID of it, the better it was the liquid removal. 
 
Figure 4.16: Liquid removal efficiency of the Backsweep for different production string ID’s and gas 
injection rates (water and compressed air at 40 psi). 
As it can be observed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, at the rate of 0.25 cf/min, the injected gas traveled 
below both the vertical and the horizontal Froude numbers for both the production string and the tubing. 
This, together with the results observed in Figure 4.16, imply that the best results for liquid removal are 
obtained when the gas is injected at a velocity below the theoretical Froude number for both the vertical 
and horizontal section, at the lowest possible Eo number.  
Table 4.3: Normalized Froude numbers for the 0.75 in. ID horizontal section at experimenal gas flow 
rates. 
qg (cf/min) Vsg (ft/s) Vsg (m/s) Frh Exp. Frh Theo. Frv Exp  Frv Theo. 
0.25 1.361 0.41 0.19 0.53 0.54 0.318 
1 5.412 1.66 0.61 0.53 1.93 0.318 
5 27.21 8.28 3.05 0.53 9.65 0.318 
10 54.33 16.56 6.11 0.53 19.2 0.318 
30 163.0 49.69 18.3 0.53 57.6 0.318 
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Table 4.4: Normalized Froude numbers for the 1.5 in. ID horizontal section at experimented gas flow 
rates. 
qg (cf/min) vsg (ft/s) vsg (m/s) Frh Exp. Frh Theo. Frv Exp  Frv Theo. 
0.25 0.34 0.10 0.027 0.53 0.08 0.318 
1 1.36 0.41 0.108 0.53 0.34 0.318 
5 6.79 2.07 0.540 0.53 1.70 0.318 
10 13.5 4.14 1.079 0.53 3.39 0.318 
30 40.7 12.4 3.238 0.53 10.2 0.318 
 
The horizontal flow pattern maps for the tubing and the production string were assembled, 
considering the no-slip velocity condition observed the experiments. As presented in Figure 4.17 and Figure 
4.18, even at the largest experimental gas rate used, the flow occurs well distanced from the annular region 
in both sections. This shows that the Backsweep, operates well below Turner’s velocity, what reduces the 
OPEX in terms of gas injection as same as CAPEX for field equipment requirements. In any case, given 
the condition of stagnation of the liquid, it is observed that a stratified profile is left behind as the gas slug 
sweeps the line. 
 
Figure 4.17: Flow pattern map for the horizontal section of the produciton string (water, qg=0.26 cf/min, 
production string ID 0.75 in.). 
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Figure 4.18: Flow pattern map for the horizontal section of the tubing (water, qg=0.26 cf/min, tubing ID 1.5 
in.). 
Figure 4.19, shows that the largest volumetric efficiency was obtained when using the lowest gas 
injection rate and the smallest ID (smallest Eo), as same as it was observed with the liquid removal 
efficiency 
 
Figure 4.19: Experimental volumetric efficiency of the Backsweep for different production string ID’s and 
gas injection rates (water and compressed air at 40 psi). 
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Since both the liquid removal efficiency and the volumetric efficiency proved to be inversely 
proportional to the ID of the production sting and so the Eo number, it was necessary to define what the 
ideal ID of the line is. As observed in Figure 4.20, the lowest frictional drop per unit length was registered 
when using the 0.75 in. ID line. A value of less than 0.006 psi/ft was computed when operating at 0.26 
cf/min with the 0.75 in. ID, which was less than 15 times the lowest pressure per unit length observed for 
the 0.375 in. ID production string.  
 
Figure 4.20: Fricitonal pressure drop for different production string ID’s (water and compressed air at 40 
psi). 
Considering that the available injection pressure at surface is limited, the frictional pressured drop 
becomes a clear bounding variable. A frictional pressure drop too large, will results in the impossibility of 
the liquid to reach the surface, making the Backsweep inefficient. This along with the behavior observed in 
terms of rate injection, requires the Backsweep to be designed for the lowest Eo possible while using the 
largest production line ID that the completion can hold. Since any ID larger than 1 in. implies large 
complications in terms of installation, then a 0.75 in. is recommended. To diminish the Eo, increasing the 
surface tension or reducing the density of the fluid should be considered. This would keep the frictional 
pressure drop low, while achieving the target of modifying the shape of the Taylor bubble for a better sweep. 
Following these findings, several tests were done to characterize the behavior of the Backsweep 
and to obtain enough data to build the analytical model. In Figure 4.21, it can be observed several operating 
cycles of the Backsweep, completed at the at the same conditions of pressure (40 psi), production string 






Figure 4.21: Several operating cycles of the Backsweep (water and xanthan gum; 0.05% (w/w), qg=0.26 cf/min, production string ID 0.75 in.). 
Operating Cycle Down Time 
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Each “operating cycle” is defined by the increase on the toe pressure (green line) and the end of 
the liquid production (red line). The data shows clear repeatability for the same conditions, which was also 
observed as the gas injection rate was increased and as the ID of the production line was changed. Different 
lengths of “down time”. (time between shutting the gas injection at the end of the cycle and emptying the 
collection line) were attempted to allow a full blow out of the line and understand if there were any changes 
in the volume of liquid fallback, but no differences were observed after this, as long as the valve shut down 
was done after the gas reached the surface. 
In Figure 4.22, it is plotted in detail the data for one cycle of the device. In the plot, the production 
cycle start can be observed at 0 seconds. At this moment, already a desired column of liquids was present 
on the vertical section of the production line (and the tubbing). It can be observed that the pressure at the 
toe remained constant, which was due to the pump not being able to overcome the pressure of the 
accumulated liquid column. This replicates the behavior of liquid accumulation in the reservoir due to the 
pressure drop caused by the depletion. At this moment, a gradient of 0.45 psi/ft is registered at the toe 
(yellow line) which matches the gravitational pressure gradient of the water column stagnant in the line. 
After nearly the 15th second, the injection valve was opened. when the front of the injected gas reached the 
level of stagnant liquids in the annular space between the tubing and the production string, a sudden 
increase in the pressure at the toe. This pressure increase was noted almost immediately at the heel due 
to the incompressibility of the liquid. Nearly 20 seconds after (second 45th), the pressure at the surface 
started to increase, which is a sign of the liquid slug reaching the surface, which is confirmed by the almost 
simultaneous reading at the liquid flowmeter located at the discharge.  
A maximum pressure of nearly 15 psi is registered at the toe, after about 60 seconds. This pressure 
differs from the injected 40 psi mostly due to the relative change between the area of the injection line (0.75 
in.) and the tubing (1.5 in.). This affects an important parameter in terms of design of the Backsweep, which 
is the maximum size of the liquid slug that the system can lift per cycle. When the 60th second has been 
reached, the liquid moves at the same rate than the injected gas. This can be confirmed by the 0.25 cf/min 
rate registered at the liquid flowmeter and at the gas meter, as same as with the constant frictional pressure 
drop (of about 0.02 psi/ft) This means that the pressure of the liquid column downstream of 13 psi (caused 
by the 40 feet of the vertical section) and the hydrostatic pressure of about 2.4 psi (due to the 0.01 psi/ft 
friction pressure drop and the almost 120 feet of traveled distance), were balanced with the injection 
pressure. During this time, it was possible to calculate the viscosity of the fluid, by using the frictional 
pressure drop between readings from the transducers at located the heel and the surface, by using 
Equation 2.5. This allowed to compare the viscosity models obtained from the regressions of the data 
presented in the chapter 4. 
The liquid production started at about the 60th second. From here to nearly 60 seconds after, the 
gas slug cleared the vertical section. During this time, two different behaviors were observed in the 
production curve. The first, which occurred in steady state flow, which is identified by a constant slope of 




Figure 4.22: Experimental results using water at and air, at  qg=0.25 cf/min with a 0.75 in. ID production string. 
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The second period occurred in transient conditions, which began when the gas slug reached the 
heel. This second period is marked by the increase in the flowrate and increase in the slope of the liquid 
production curve. This part observed after the 110th second approximately. This comes along with an 
increase in the pressure drop per unit length, caused by the increase in the frictional losses. It was observed 
during the tests that this period began when the nose of the Taylor bubble approached the heel, and ended 
once it reached the discharge of the production line. This occurred at the 110th second, after nearly 8 
seconds of the transient period. After this a few small slugs and a marked liquid fall back was observed in 
the production string. 
4.5 Effect of Ionic, Saccharidic and Sucrose Additives 
Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the volume of liquids produced per cycle for different 
concentrations of the xanthan gum, sucrose and sodium chloride respectively. In the three cases, it was 
observed an improvement in the removal of liquid at a given concentration of the solute used. The largest 
increase in the liquid removal was achieved with the xanthan gum, with a peak of about 77% (average) at 
0.05% of concentration (w/w). This represents an increase of nearly 15% when compared to the case of 
pure water (0% concentration w/w). When using sucrose and sodium chloride, the improvement registered 
was of nearly 6% when at a concentration of 5% (w/w) for the two substances. As same as with the xanthan 
gum, after this maximum, a declining trend in the liquid removal was observed.  
 
Figure 4.23: Liquid removal per cycle for different concentrations of xanthan gum (production string ID 
0.75 in., qg=0.26 cf/min). 
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Figure 4.24: Liquid removal per cycle for different concentrations of sucrose (production string ID 0.75 in., 
qg=0.26 cf/min). 
 
Figure 4.25: Liquid removal per cycle for different concentrations of sodium chloride (production string ID 
0.75 in., qg=0.26 cf/min). 
A certain heteroskedasticity is observed on the liquid removal in the three cases as the 
concentration increases. As the viscosity of the substances increases with the concentration of the 
additives, the horizontal Froude number drops, diminishing the capacity of the line to evacuate trapped 
gases from previous cycles, and therefore reducing the liquid volume in the line. This situation is not that 
marked in the case of sodium chloride, given the low impact that the concentration of it has on the viscosity 
of the solution. 
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Compared to the sodium chloride and the sucrose, the xanthan gum required a relatively small 
concentration to increase the surface tension of the solution, as indicated in Table 4.5. This generated an 
ideal scenario for reducing the Eotvos number due to the low increase on the total density. 




Index vs. pure 
water 
Eo Nvis Mo Np Rn 
0.00% 1 49.4 1.22E-04 2.62E-08 2989 99.3% 
0.02% 1.08 48.7 3.52E-03 1.77E-02 100 90.3% 
0.05% 1.15 48.2 8.95E-03 7.20E-01 40 87.0% 
0.10% 1.06 47.3 1.63E-02 7.43E+00 22 84.0% 
0.15% 0.86 46.5 2.73E-02 5.62E+01 13 83.0% 
0.20% 0.80 45.6 3.67E-02 1.72E+02 10 81.2% 
 
In contrary, both the sodium chloride and sucrose, failed to reduce the Eotvos number due to the 
large increase they generated in the density of the solution, compared to the increment achieved on the 
surface tension. This can be observed in the influence map presented on Figure 4.26. The increase in the 
concentration for the sodium chloride and sucrose solutions, actually increased the Eotvos number, 
achieving no reduction on the vertical Froude number. The xanthan gum on the other hand, generated a 
large impact on the viscosity of the solution, increasing the Morton number several orders of magnitude as 
the concentration was increased. With this, the xanthan gum solutions reached the region IV of the variable 
influence map, where the rise velocity of the bubble is independent of the inertial effects, but affected by 
both the surface tension and the viscosity. At the point of maximum liquid removal efficiency, the xanthan 
gum solution presented a Frv of less than 0.2, which is about a half of that of the case of pure water for the 
ID used.  
After the peak in the liquid removal efficiency registered for the three substances, the drop might 
have been due to different causes. In the case of the xanthan gum, the declining effect could be caused by 
the severe reduction of the Frv. Probably the gas accumulated from previous cycles faced an increased 
restriction to buoy to surface as the loading period started for the next cycle. This reduced the liquid load in 
the tubing and the string, and so the removal efficiency. In the case of the sodium chloride and the sucrose, 
the reduction might have been caused by the large increase in density, which as shown in the map, putt 
the solution on the region V, where the rise of the bubble is dependent of the inertial effects. By not having 
a fully developed flow, the bubble was not able to push and drag the liquids aided by the turbulence and 
shear inherent to developed regular slug flow conditions. 
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Figure 4.26: Variable influence map for the tested substances. 
Figure 4.27 shows pictures of Taylor bubbles rising through a vertical column of xanthan gum and 
water, contained in the vertical section of the production string. The one on the left shows the case for pure 
water, the one in the center for a 0.02% w/w concentration, and the one on the right, for a 0.05% 
concentration, which showed the largest removal efficiency of the three cases. For the one with the lower 
Nvis and Eo (picture on the left), the bubble presented a longer body and sharper nose. A clear shear of 
the bubble and recirculation area were observed at the bottom of the bubble, along with a relatively large 
detached portion of the tail of it. These results match the observations of Zheng et al. (2007). In this case, 
a combined effect of reduction of the Eo and increase of the Nvis took place. In the lesser viscous case 
(first from the left), the convergence of the liquid flow lines is not as abrupt as it is on the more viscous case 
(picture on the right). This allows for the liquid to fall more rapidly and so reducing the capacity of the bubble 
to sweep it. At the higher concentration (picture on the right), a larger Nvis and Eo presented a flattening of 
the nose of the Taylor bubble occurred, and no recirculation or detachment was observed, given the lower 
shear caused by the lower falling velocity of the liquid. This lower velocity of the falling film, was as well 
product of the larger viscosity and the more abrupt angle change in the liquid flowlines going from the nose 




Eo = 49.4; Nvis = 1.22x10-4 
0.02% w/w;  
Eo = 48.7; Nvis = 3.52x10-3 
0.05% w/w;  
Eo = 48.2; Nvis = 8.95x10-3 
Figure 4.27: Taylor bubbles rising in solutions with different concentrations of xanthan gum in water  
The pictures of the bubbles, contradict in a certain way the results for the normalized radius 
presented on Table 4.5. These values, calculated according to the method proposed by Nickens, indicate 
a decrease in the size of the bubble. It must be considered though, that on his work it is mentioned that the 
change in the radius of the bubble goes in hand with a change in the shape of the nose. The calculation of 
the radius of the Taylor bubble is not enough to explain these results, or to model the effective sweep area 
of the bubble as it goes along the vertical section. 
4.6 Operating Envelope of the Backsweep 
The maximum volume that the system can lift, depends on the available injection pressure at 
surface, the required pressure at the separator, the configuration of the completion, the properties of the 
fluids and the available pressure inside the casing. The later determines the maximum height of the 
stagnant liquid column inside the completion (HOC). It can be expressed as shown in Equation 4.6 
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𝐻𝑂𝐶 = 𝑃𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − ∆𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝜌𝑙𝑔 = 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜌𝑙𝑔  (4.6) 
To obtain the pressure in the casing, if the flowrate and pressure at surface are known, a marching 
algorithm can be followed along the deviation survey of the completion. The time required to achieve the 
associated volume to the HOC, can be calculated from the productivity index, as referenced by Hernandez 
et al. (2001). 
Considering that the system is not fully filled with liquid, the gravitational loses can be expected to 
be produced only along the length of the slug, while the frictional losses occur during the entire path that 
the liquid must travel to reach to surface. This can be obtained developing Equation 2.17, as expressed in 
Equation 4.7, where 𝐿𝑙𝑠 is the length of the liquid slug, and 𝐿𝑝𝑠 is the length of the production string. 
𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 = 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜌𝑀𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝐿𝑙𝑠 − 𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝑀2𝐷 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠2 𝐿𝑝𝑠 (4.7) 
To solve Equation 4.7, additional considerations should be done for the length of the liquid slug 
and the length of the production string. Doing a sensitivity analysis using the pressures is not enough since 
two more equations are required given the number of unknowns. To address this, it must be considered 
that the distance traveled by the liquid is twice the path to surface. As indicated in Figure 4.28, the liquid 
should go from the HOC (point C) to the toe (point D) and then from the toe to surface (point E).  
 
Figure 4.28: Flow path of the fluids in the Backsweep. 
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From this, considering the level of the stagnant liquid and the dimensions of the completion, it can 
be written Equation 4.8 for the length of the production string, and Equation 4.9 for the length of the liquid 
slug. 
𝐿𝑝𝑠 = 𝑇𝑉𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑝𝑠 (4.8) 
𝐿𝑙𝑠 = 𝐻𝑂𝐶 + 𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑝𝑠  (4.9) 
Doing a material balance for the volume of liquid in the annular space, an approximation can be 
made for the length that the same volume will occupy when inside the production string. This will define a 
unique length of the horizontal section. A constant β is used, to consider is the ratio of the diameter of the 
tubing to the diameter of the production string. 
𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐻𝑂𝐶 + 𝐿𝐻𝑆𝑝𝑠𝛽2 + 𝐻𝑂𝐶 (4.10) 
The effective injection pressure, can be obtained as a function of the pressure coming from the gas 
injection line, and the ratio between the cross-sectional area of the injection line, and the annular space 
between the tubing and the production string, as indicated on Equation 4.11: 
 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗 ∙ ( 𝐴𝑁𝐺𝑎𝑠 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐴𝑁𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒) = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗 ∙ ( 𝐼𝐷𝐺𝑎𝑠 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒2𝐼𝐷𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔2 −𝑂𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔2 ) (4.11) 
To obtain the optimal (largest) liquid slug length, a sensitivity analysis can be done using Equation 
4.7 considering the gas injection flow rate, the ID of the production line, and the available injection pressure 
and the required surface pressure. 
Figure 4.29, shows the results obtained for a sensitivity analysis using an injection pressure of 40 
psi and a required pressure at surface of 14 psi. As expected, it can be seen that large ID’s and lower 
injection gas rates, allow for a larger liquid slug, given that a lower frictional pressure drop takes place as 
the liquid is lifted. The blue zone of the surface presented on figure at the left, corresponds to those 
combinations of ID and flowrate for which it is impossible to lift a liquid slug.  
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Figure 4.29: Sensitivity analysis results for the length of the production string (water at lab conditions). 
4.7 Steady State Modeling 
As observed in the experimental tests, once the injected gas reached the level of stagnant liquids 
in the inner annular space, and until it reaches the bottom of the vertical section, the cycle behaved under 
steady state conditions. During this period, the displacement of fluids happens at a constant velocity, which 
was that of the injected gas. This implies a constant production rate and a constant frictional pressure drop. 
Using this, and considering the horizontal section of the line along with the heel, the volume removed by 
the gas in steady state conditions, can be approximated using Equation 4.12: 
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 = ∫ 𝐴𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝐿𝑖𝑑𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 + ∫ 𝐴𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝐿𝑖𝑑𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑒 + 𝐴𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑂𝐶 (4.12) 
The “I” term on the holdup, indicates that it should be calculated at each point, according to the 
expression shown in Equation 2.21. This way it can be accounted for the effect of the temperature on the 
properties of the fluids, as same as for the inclination of the line at that point. For the Froude number, it is 
used the expression of Bendiksen (indicated by Equation 2.25). The vertical and horizontal Froude numbers 
are obtained respectively from the equation presented by Moreiras et al. (Equation 2.42) and Equation 4.5. 
Based on the no-slip condition observed during the steady state period of the experimental results, it can 
be calculated the no-slip liquid holdup required for Equation 2.21. From a black box model perspective, the 
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liquid holdup in the line should tend to 50%, if calculated from Equation 2.27, but this does not necessarily 
hold true for sections where the inclination is not zero, such as the heel 
To obtain the cumulative production over time, it must be considered the changes in the cross-
sectional area of the flow, due to the changes in ID, as the fluid passes from the tubing to the production 
string. In the same way, it must be taken into account the liquid holdup at each point, which varies with the 
local properties of the fluid as same as the inclination angle. Equation 4.13 approaches this calculation, as 
an integral summation for each section of the pipe that the gas sweeps.  
𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = ∫ 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗 𝐴𝑖(1 − 𝐻𝐿𝑖) ∙ 𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑡𝑖  (4.13) 
The upper integration limit for the time, can be calculated from the velocity of the injected gas and 
the distance from the injection point to the toe and back up to the heel. In a similar way, the lower integration 
limit is obtained from the injection velocity and the measured distance between the injection point and the 
HOC.  
The pressure drop at the end of the steady state period is calculated using Equation 2.5. The terms 
for acceleration and gravitational pressure drops, can be neglected due to the low flow velocity and the 
restitution of the potential energy of the liquid column respectively. Considering this, the pressure of the 
liquid slug at the toe, can be obtained as indicated on Equation 4.14 
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒 = ∫ 2𝐼𝐷𝑖 𝜌𝑀 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗2 𝑓𝐹𝑑𝐿2∙𝐻𝐷+𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑀𝐷−𝐻𝑂𝐶  (4.14) 
4.8 Transient Modeling 
Once the Taylor bubble reaches the vertical section, the liquid slug will tend to accelerate, due to 
an imbalance between the gravitational and frictional forces acting on it. As the liquid slug abandons the 
production string, its weight reduces, therefore the back pressure acting on the effective injection pressure 
reduces. At the same time, given the reduction of the space occupied by the slug, the gas behind the liquid 
slug expands. From this moment on, and until the Taylor bubble reaches the surface, the behavior of the 
system is modeled in transient state. For it, a momentum balance on the liquid slug, as shown in Figure 
4.30, results on the expression shown in Equation 4.15: 
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Figure 4.30: Free body diagram of the liquid slug. 
(𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒 − 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) ∙ 𝐴𝑁 − 𝑚𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠2 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑑(𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∙ 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠)𝑑𝑡  (4.15) 
Developing the derivative of the momentum with respect to time, and rearranging the elements, 
yields Equation 4.16: 
𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 + 𝑑𝑡 [(𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒 − 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒)𝐴𝑁 − 𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀𝑓𝐹(𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 )2𝑑𝑙𝑠 − 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑑𝑡 ] (4.16) 
 














Considering a discretization in time, indicated by the index “j”., the velocity of the liquid slug for 
each  time step of the transient state (𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1), can be obtained according to Equation 4.17: 
𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1 = 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗 + [(𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗 − 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑗 )𝐴𝑁 − 𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀𝑓𝐹 𝑗(𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗 )2𝑑𝑙𝑠 𝑗 − 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗 𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗𝑑𝑡 ] 𝑑𝑡 (4.17) 
For the first time step, the pressure at the toe (𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗 ) is considered to be the effective injection 
pressure of the gas (𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑓𝑓), minus the frictional losses that the liquid slug suffers as it goes from the HOC, 
to the toe and then to the heel. This value is obtained at the end of the steady state simulation. The same 
criterion applies for the first initial liquid slug velocity (𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗 ) for the transient state.  
The mas of the liquid slug (𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗) comes from calculating the maximum length of the string, as 
indicated on Equation 4.7, which at the same time, are a function of the ID of the production string, the gas 
injection rate, the available injection pressure and the required pressure at surface. From this, the mass for 
the initial time step is given by Equation 4.18: 
𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗 = 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 𝐴𝑁𝜌𝑀 (4.18) 
From this, the change in mass of the liquid slug with respect to time, can be expressed as: 
𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑(𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 𝐴𝑁𝜌𝑀)𝑑𝑡 = 𝐴𝑁𝜌𝑀 𝑑(𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 )𝑑𝑡  (4.19) 
The change on the length of the liquid slug with respect to time, can be calculated by subtracting 
the distance traveled by it at the end of the time step, from the length of the slug at the beginning of the 
time step, as indicated on Equation 4.20: 
𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗+1 = 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 − 𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑗  (4.20) 
From this, the derivative of the initial length of the liquid slug with respect to time, can be expressed 
as the initial velocity of the liquid slug for the considered time step, as indicated on Equation 4.21: 
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𝑑(𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 )𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑(𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗+1 + 𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑗 )𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑(𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑗 )𝑑𝑡 ≈ 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗  (4.21) 
With this, the change of mass of the liquid slug with respect to time will be: 
𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑗𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑(𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗 𝐴𝑁𝜌𝑀)𝑑𝑡 ≈ 𝐴𝑁𝜌𝑀𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗  (4.22) 
Using the final velocity of the liquid slug at the end of the time step, the distance traveled by the 
liquid body, can be expressed as the average of the initial and final slug velocities, as indicated on Equation 
4.23: 
𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑗 =  𝑑𝑡 (𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1 + 𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗2 ) (4.23) 
For the following time step, the exit velocity of the slug (𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+2) is calculated considering the changes 
in pressure at the toe (𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗+1) and the surface (𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑗+1 ). As the gas pushes the liquid slug out of the 
production string, the gas inside the line expands, the backpressure from the gravity force diminishes, and 
the frictional force increases due to the acceleration of the liquid slug. The pressure of the toe can be 
calculated from the real gas equation, as expressed in Equation 4.24: 
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗+1 = 𝑍(∑ 𝑛𝑗𝑁1 )𝑅𝑇𝑉𝑖+1  (4.24) 
The compressibility factor of the gas (Z), can be obtained using a numerical model such as that 
suggested by Papay (1986), as indicated in Equation 4.25, where A=3.53; B=0.9813; C=0.274, and D= 
0.8157. 
𝑍 = 1 − 𝐴 ( 𝑃𝑝𝑟10𝐵(𝑇𝑝𝑟)) + 𝐶 ( 𝑃𝑝𝑟210𝐷(𝑇𝑝𝑟)) (4.25) 
The pseudo reduced pressure (Ppr) and temperature (Tpr) for this equation, are given by: 
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𝑃𝑝𝑟 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐 (4.26) 
and 
𝑇𝑝𝑟 = 𝑇𝑇𝑐 (4.27) 
while the critical pressure and temperature, can be calculated as a function of the specific gravity of the gas 
(g) as suggested by Sutton (1985): 
𝑇𝑐 = 169.2 + 349𝛾𝑔 − 74𝛾𝑔2 (4.28) 
and 
𝑃𝑐 = 677 + 10.5𝛾𝑔 − 37.5𝛾𝑔2 (4.29) 
where 𝑇𝑐 is in °R and 𝑃𝑐 is in psia. 
The moles of gas increase are obtained from Equation 4.30 (considering the gas injection constant 
in time) considering the density of the gas at the injection conditions: 
𝑛𝑗 = 𝑞𝐺𝜌𝐺𝑑𝑡𝑊  (4.30) 
As the liquid leaves the line, the gas will expand to occupy this space. The total volume of gas 
injected in time, will be the summation of the replaced volume, plus the original annular space between the 
string and the tubing, as presented in Equation 4.31: 
𝑉𝑖+1 = 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔/𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 + (𝑀𝐷 − 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑗+1) 𝜋4 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔2  (4.31) 
Even though a more complex heat transfer scenario must be considered, the temperature of the 
gas can be considered to be that of the bottom of the completion. The deviation survey of the completion 
and a geothermal gradient of 1 °F per 100 feet of true vertical depth are combined to find gas temperatures. 
This is why it is being assumed that the gas traveled downwards at a velocity low enough to heat up to the 
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temperature of the formation, but traveled upwards fast enough due to expansion of the gas to not cool 
down. 
Using the pressure at the toe (𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗+1), the pressure at surface (𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑗+1 ) can be obtained for that time 
step, by subtracting the action of the forces of gravity and friction respectively acting on the new liquid slug, 
as shown in the Equation 4.32. This iterative process is repeated until the length of the slug is zero, which 
means that the liquid slug has left the production line. 
𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑗+1 = 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑗+1 − (𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀(𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1)2𝑓𝐹 𝑗+1 + 2𝐷 𝜌𝑀(𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑗+1)2𝑓𝐹 𝑗+1𝐾) 1𝐴𝑁 (4.32) 
A variable K is included on Equation 4.32, to account for the losses due to restrictions in the line. 
This K is adjusted according to the manufacturing specifications for the devices or through a machine 
learning process adjusted to the configuration of each completion. 
4.9 Analytical Model Results 
To initiate the analytical model, it is necessary to calculate the properties of the fluids at different 
points of the completion, which in this case is the experimental loop. Figure 4.32 shows the results for the 
deviation survey, temperature profile and the inclination angles of the experimental loop.  
 
Figure 4.32: Deviation survey for the experimental loop in the lab. 
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For comparison purposes, it is analyzed the analytical model results with the experimental results 
obtained for the xanthan gum solution at 0.02% w/w concentration, at a gas injection rate of 0.26 cf/min 
and a production string of 0.75 in. of ID. The properties of the fluids are calculated using the regressions 
obtained for the surface tension and viscosity as a function of the concentration and temperature. The 
temperature is approximated from the deviation survey (and the geothermal gradient of the completion, 
which in this case was neglected, given that the loop is above ground). With this and the inclination angles 
at each point of the line, the liquid holdup is calculated according to the flow pattern and Froude number. 
From this, according to the gas injection flow rate, the gas injection pressure and the ID of the production 
line and the ID of the tubing, the analytical model is executed, considering the gas injection point as the 
starting point, and the separator as the end point. 
As presented in Figure 4.33, for the steady state period, the frictional pressure drops obtained were 
in the order on 0.003 to 0.002 psi/ft for a flow rate of 0.25 cf/min and a production string of 0.75 in. of ID, 
which correspond to that observed experimentally. Comparing with the other ID options considered for the 
production string, the best option for the gas rate and ID of the production string are 0.26 cf/min and 0.75 
in. respectively, in terms of pressure drop. As observed in figure as well, the total pressure drop after a total 
traveled distance of about 100 feet (approximate total travel distance of the liquid, measured from the HOC 
to the separator), is the lowest, second only to the results obtained with 0.1 cf/min. At this rate and ID, the 
frictional pressure drops are the lowest among the ranges considered. Even when the cumulative produced 
liquid volume is not the largest among the considered gas injection rates, having chosen this option for the 
gas injection rate, would have been a wrong recommendation for a field operation, due to the larger 
pressure drop. 
The cumulative production for the steady state, is presented on Figure 4.34. It can be observed 
that the match with the experimental results is almost perfect in trend, magnitude and duration. The final 
pressure for the steady state period, was used as the initial value for the transient state period, for which 




Figure 4.33: Steady state model variable forecast. 
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Figure 4.34: Comparisson of cummulative production of liquids during the steady state period. 
 
 
Figure 4.35: Model forecast for xanthan gum/water solution at 0.02% and air. qg=0.25 cf/min; production 
string ID=0.75 in., Pinj=40 psi. 
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As presented in Figure 4.36, Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38, the transient model, predicts closely to 
the experimental results for the pressure at surface, pressure at the toe and exit velocity at the discharge 
of the liquid line into the separator.  
 
Figure 4.36: Comparisson of transient toe pressure readings vs. model results using xanthan gum – water 
solution 0.02% w/w and air, at  qg=0.25 cf/min with a 0.75 in. ID production string. 
 
Figure 4.37: Comparisson of transient surface (discharge) pressure readings vs. model results using 
xanthan gum – water solution 0.02% w/w and air, at qg=0.25 cf/min with a 0.75 in. ID production string. 
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Figure 4.38: Comparisson of transient experimental liquid discharge flowrate readings vs. model results 
using xanthan gum – water solution 0.02% w/w and air, at  qg=0.25 cf/min with a 0.75 in. ID production 
string. 
 
Figure 4.39: Comparisson of transient experimental cummulative production readings vs. model results 
using xanthan gum – water solution 0.02% w/w and air, at  qg=0.25 cf/min with a 0.75 in. ID production 
string. 
The differences between the experimental results and the analytical model for the transient state, 
can be attributed to the pressure losses in the pipe fittings and the liquid flowmeter. An additional variable 
to be considered, is that as the flow passes from the tubing to the production string at the toe, a large 
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amount of recirculation and hydraulic losses take place, given the 180° turn that the fluid makes. This can 
explain the difference in pressure at the initial time observed in Figure 4.36.  
As for the differences in the liquid discharge rate, it is possible that since the viscosity models used 
were a function of temperature and concentration, an effect of shear might have been missing. A larger 
experimental facility is required to characterize the viscosity of the fluids considering all the three variables 




CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The design concept and operating principles of the Backsweep, represent a clear solution for the 
current cash-constrained conditions of many unconventional wells the shale oil sector. Its use should result 
in a reduction of the environmental footprint and required CAPEX of the companies operating in shale 
formations, as the drilling of new wells can be avoided by increasing the productivity of current plug and 
abandon candidates. The non-requirement of artificial gas lift on the vertical section of the completion, and 
not contacting the formation with the injected gas, represent a clear commercial advantage versus similar 
options in the market. 
The tested prototype of the Backsweep proved to be an efficient method to remove stagnant liquids 
in an experimental loop resembling a horizontal completion. The maximum liquid removal capacity of the 
device is defined by the geometry of the completion, the properties of the fluids and the available pressure 
for gas injection. Optimal results in terms of volume of liquids removed, injected volume of gas, and frictional 
pressure drop per unit length, were achieved when the gas injection velocity was below that defined by the 
Froude number for the fluid/completion conditions installed. As hypothesized, lower Eotvos number and 
larger viscosity numbers, improved both the liquid removal and the volumetric efficiency of the device, 
thanks to an alteration on the shape and size of the Taylor bubble, which improved its liquid sweeping 
capacity. To decrease the Eotvos number, the most efficient alternative was to increase the surface tension 
of the liquid. This avoided reducing the internal diameter of the line, and the consequent increase in the 
frictional pressure drop. To increase the surface tension of the solution, the polysaccharidic additive 
resulted in the most efficient alternative compared to sucrose and sodium chloride. Ionic and sucrose 
composites presented little effect on reducing the Eo number, due to the increase in the density of the 
solution, caused by the large concentrations required to affect the surface tension. 
As designed, the novel method operates in a cyclical behavior. The start of each cycle is marked 
by the moment when the maximum volume of liquid that the system can lift is accumulated in the tubing 
and string. This can be determined from the hydrostatic pressure reading inside the tubing at the furthest 
point from the heel towards the toe. In this moment, the gas injection valve should be opened. As the gas 
starts to sweep the system, two periods are registered during the liquid blowout, one occurring in steady 
state conditions and another one occurring in transient state conditions. Nearly 85% of the total cumulative 
liquid volume removed per cycle, occurs during the steady state period, while the remaining comes during 
the transient state period. The transient conditions start when the nose of the injected gas front reaches the 
bottom of the heel. From this moment on, the gas on the backend keeps expanding and accelerating, as 
the column of liquid in the vertical section is produced to surface. The end of the production cycle occurs 
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when the injected gas reaches the surface. This is noted by an erratic behavior on the pressure readings 
at surface, as seen by a leveling of the curve of cumulative produced volume of liquid. 
The proposed analytical model, reflects closely the behavior of the system in terms of discharge 
pressure, liquid discharge flowrate and cumulative removed liquid volume. The method considers the 
steady and transient state conditions observed in the operating cycles. The properties of the fluids are 
calculated at the temperatures of the completion, which are fed to the model from a deviation survey. These 
results allow the calculation of the necessary parameters for the design of the operating conditions of the 
Backsweep, as same as the required specifications of the gas injection system and the separator required 
at surface. The analytical model delivers results within a margin of less than 5% of error, compared to the 
experimental results. The disparity between the model and the experiments, can be attributed to the 
pressure losses due to geometrical discontinuities in pipe fittings and metering equipment. 
5.1 Recommendations and Future Work 
Evaluating the performance of the Backsweep on field conditions, is key for validating the operating 
concept and the analytical model proposed. For this, it is required to develop a prototype that can withstand 
high pressure and temperature. This prototype should be tested in an experimental facility handling 
multiphase flow, including low concentrations (2 to 4% w/w of dissolved sands). The success criteria for the 
prototype should be based on the number of cycles required before maintenance (more than 109 cycles), 
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